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The Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies (ITLS) at the University of Sydney Business School 
in 2015 started a commentary series, adding it to its portfolio of engagement with the broader 
community of interests in the space of Infrastructure, Transport, Logistics and Supply Chain 
Management. 

While academic publications and reports are a very important outlet for high quality research 
including debates on themes with a rich policy and strategic value beyond theory, methods and 
evidence, there is room for a series of short pungent commentaries on themes that are of broad 
community interest. These are short pieces so they can be digested through the many social 
media platforms and focus on topics of currency that are also likely to be challenging and 
controversial – hence the titling of the series ‘Thinking Outside the Box’. It has all the elements of 
critical thinking and the ‘challenge of change’.  

Each piece is published monthly since April 2015, but we thought it would be useful to bring all 
of the 2020 contributions together into a monograph that is freely available. We hope it will 
useful to researchers, consultants, government and industry agencies and associations as well as 
in the classroom for debate and discussion. 

David A. Hensher 
Founding Director, ITLS 

 

Thinking outside the Box Series 

Read the latest from our world-leading academics and researches. Opinion pieces are available 
monthly at https://sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/institute-of-transport-
and-logistics-studies/thinking-outside-the-box.html 

COVID-19 research 

ITLS is undertaking essential research into the unprecedented impacts that the COVID-19 crisis 
is having on transport and logistics, both here in Australia and overseas. Our experts are creating 
thought pieces on a range of pertinent issues including the impact on public transport and traffic 
congestion as well as lessons to be learnt from overseas. We are also regularly being called 
upon for media comments. You can view all our COVID related work at 
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/our-research/institute-of-transport-and-logistics-
studies/research-activity/projects.html  
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1. Intelligent Mobility in the Suite of 
Future Transport Options  

7 January 2020 

Chinh Ho explores options for emerging products in the sphere of Mobility as a 
Service (MaaS), and discusses the considerations that need to be taken into 
account when designing such products. 

 

We are witnessing the beginning of the next transport ‘revolution’ with the introduction of new 
mobility services such as Uber, OLA, MaaS (Mobility as a Service), and AV (autonomous vehicles). 
This digitally supported transport revolution will undoubtedly impact many aspects of our lives, 
directly and indirectly. In the last few years, we have seen Uber disrupting the market and 
revolutionising the taxi industry. Travellers welcome the new ride-sharing services but cities 
around the world react to this differently, with some welcoming and others banning. NSW for 
instance, has changed the regulations to create a level playing field for both taxi and Uber, 
while Transport for London is set to strip Uber of its licence. This is a sign that Uber takes many 
by surprise. And we need to be more prepared for the arrival of MaaS and AVs. The question 
is why should we? 

If we look at the taxi market, Uber and taxi together account for only 1% of total travel demand 
in Sydney. The market that MaaS aims to disrupt the personal car. The car market is much larger, 
and hence the impact of MaaS is expected to be much larger than the Uber effects we’ve seen 
on the taxi industry. Whether MaaS has the potential to promote sustainability by reducing the 
private car use will heavily depend on the market demand for various MaaS products. So what 
are emerging MaaS products? 

On the low end of the spectrum, MaaS can be as basic as providing a digital platform that helps 
travellers plan, book and use different transport modes to move from A to B. Example products 
are TripGo and Moovit apps. In this most basic form, MaaS can be seen as a journey planner 
with some extra features that facilitate multimodal journeys. However, MaaS can be fully 
integrated services with many built-in features, including customised plans and financial 
incentives to alter behaviour. To understand how mobility plans works, thinking about a mobile 
phone plan that gives you unlimited talk and text to domestic numbers but limits the minutes you 
can call internationally. In a similar way, MaaS can offer unlimited PT and some Uber or taxi 
kms to promote PT use, and to address the first and last mile issue. 

What do we know about the market demand for various MaaS products? The answer is not 
much, mainly because the number of studies on intelligent mobility is still limited, although fast-
growing. 

To date, we know that travellers are demanding a platform that can facilitate information 
requests, better match demand to supply, and finalise the booking and payment across transport 
services. What we don’t know yet is how much they would be willing to pay for such the app? A 
couple of studies looked at this and we are far from a consensus. 

The travelling public also want to have a choice of payment method. That is, some want a pay-
per-ride and some want to a prepay option that comes with some discounts. 

How about the mix of transport services? Of course, the more the better; but if we have to 
choose, PT is a must have, followed by car-sharing. Other modes such as taxis and Uber are 
welcome but by only a segment of population, with the effect of car-rental and bike-share on 
bundle uptake still debatable. 
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Who are likely to be early adopters of MaaS? A few studies point to the same early adopters. 
These are people who exhibit multi-modal behaviour, they are concerned with the environment 
and a healthy lifestyle, they don’t see car ownership important and they don’t use car often. 

These early findings help us better place intelligent mobility in the suite of transport options 
available to future travel markets. However, there are many more questions that we don’t have 
an answer yet such as how intelligent mobility will change the way people live, work and travel 
and its values to sustainability. I may be a bit sceptic but with the early evidence we have, I think 
uniting the existing transport services to make it MaaS will not be a game changer. We need 
much more than just a smart-phone app. We need to bring to the scheme more innovations that 
are sustainable, environmentally (alternative fuels) and politically (alternative to the current fuel 
excise) appealing. 
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2. A Supply Chain Perspective on the 
Novel Coronavirus 

3 February 2020 

Understanding the development of the Novel Coronavirus from a supply chain 
perspective is essential if we are to prevent similar public health crises in the 
future, writes Dr Geoffrey Clifton. 

 

The Novel Coronavirus outbreak is a medical crisis with responses focusing on how to prevent 
new infections and treat those who are already infected. It is a testament to the agility of China's 
Supply Chains that new hospitals are being built and commissioned within a week. However, the 
Coronavirus is also a Supply Chain emergency and preventing the next outbreak will require 
fundamental changes to supply chains that date back thousands of years. 

Scientists are still debating the specific cause of the current outbreak but we know that sometime 
in the recent past a sick animal, possibly not even showing signs of infection, was sold in a 
traditional wet market in Wuhan. There is much confusion and anxiety about what a wet market 
is and whether they should be shut down permanently. So it is important to understand why wet 
markets exist and what the alternatives are. 

Wet markets exist because trapping and raising animals has traditionally been a very small-
scale industry. Lots of individual sellers need to come together with lots of individual buyers and 
the best place to do that is in a wet market. Here stall holders rent space to sell fruits, vegetable, 
meat, live animals and traditional medicines. The slaughtering and butchering of animals also 
takes place in wet markets because without refrigeration the best way to transport meat to 
market is whilst the animal is still alive. 

Wet markets are one of the oldest forms of commerce with Trajan's market in Rome and Athens’ 
Agora remaining tourist attractions to this day. Before the advent of rail and modern road 
transport networks, every city was home to such markets but modern cold chain logistics lets us 
safely slaughter and butcher animals in large, hygienic and carefully regulated abattoirs far 
from the supermarkets that sell the finished products. Indeed, several of the graduates of our 
Master of Logistics and Supply Chain Management helped pioneer the cold chain logistics 
industry in China. 

So given the alternatives, why do wet markets still exist? It is a matter of cultural preferences 
and tastes. The range of animals on sale in wet markets might be shocking to people accustomed 
to buying their meat in a supermarket but customers of wet markets like the variety of animals 
and like the way that animals are freshly slaughtered on site. Your local supermarket is unlikely 
to start butchering exotic wildlife to order so until demand disappears there will still be wet 
markets. The Chinese government has shut down wet markets until the Coronavirus crisis is over 
but permanently banning wet markets won’t eliminate the demand and may just drive buyers to 
the black market where hygiene standard will be impossible to enforce. Understanding the role 
of preferences and tastes in supply chain management is one of the key areas of research at 
the Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies and will be increasingly important as more 
attention is placed on issues managing sustainability, resource security and equity of Supply 
Chains. 
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3. More on Electric Cars – Life Cycle 
Emission Concerns 

2 March 2020 

The environmental and ethical ramifications of electric cars and battery 
technologies need to be taken into consideration before being hailed as a 
panacea for the global mobility crisis, writes Professor David Hensher. 

 

Most of the world’s electricity comes from carbon and is likely to be the case for decades. 
Exceptions include the power generated by nuclear plants as in France for example, which emits 
zero carbon. Energy stored in batteries looks like being the most common way to fuel electric 
cars in the future, although other technologies may evolve (hydrogen, solar, wind). A big concern 
with battery technology is that key chemical components are sourced from extractive industries 
which in the main are lithium and cobalt, rare earth materials often mined in countries in Central 
Africa in particular where low cost child labourers working very long hours provide the 
manpower to extract these minerals from the ground. In addition, in China, the country with the 
greatest anticipated take up of electric cars designed to reduce end use emission, the likelihood 
of the generation source for electric cars will be fuel-burning utilities operating with coal. This 
seems like a continuing toxic combination and raises the more challenging question of why we 
seem so committed to protecting the future of the car when all so called environmentally aligned 
plans appear to be besmirched no matter what direction they take. 

The ‘solution’ to mobility, the ultimate reason for car use (hence the original name ‘automobile’), 
has to be found from somewhere else. While we would prefer to seek a more global dominating 
solution through shared mobility typified by high capacity public transport, we are seeing an 
almost revolutionary focus on car based sharing through ride share (e.g., Uber, Ola) and car 
sharing (e.g., Go get, car next door), and one wonders whether this is really a panacea for what 
is fairly described as a crisis of mobility aligned with ever increasing congestion on the roads 
and environmental pollution! 

At the centre of the concern is a solution, but a complex one, shrouded in societal self-interest. It 
is known as sharing, and the growth in mobility sharing if achievable may be the way to tackle 
this dilemma. While more people in cars will certainly improve the performance of the transport 
network, it may have limited long term impacts on the environment as populations grow 
(especially in cities), and the amount of car based kilometres increases even with greater 
occupancy. We will inevitably have to do something about repricing the use of the car regardless 
of whether it is private or shared in a corporate offering, and the great appeal of the latter is 
that the user charge can hide the emotionally charged desire to tame traffic through congestion 
charging. It becomes a fee for service like any fee and can have a peak and off peak charging 
regime similar to electricity. 

But again, this may not be enough if the energy sources (let along the abuse of child labour) are 
themselves inappropriate. Mobility clearly is the great challenge of the 21st century, redefining 
the meaning of space and time, and I believe that the ongoing challenge is to find better ways 
to move people and goods that give us more confidence in achieving appropriate congestion 
reduction and life cycle environmental improvement outcomes. It is not obvious that car-based 
initiatives will be adequate or appropriate. 
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4. COVID-19 risk on public transport: 
What we can learn from overseas1 

20 March 2020 

What are the best ways to reduce infection risk? Australia can learn from how 
other countries are reducing the spread of the virus on public transport, writes Dr 
Yale Zhuxiao Wong 

 

Public transport in our cities is highly vulnerable to disease outbreaks such as the global 
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. However, public transport is the lifeblood of our cities, so it’s 
desirable to keep services running as long as possible. Australia can learn from what has been 
done overseas, especially in China, where concrete strategies to reduce the spread of the virus 
on public transport helped eventually to contain the disease. 

The confined spaces and limited ventilation of public transport vehicles could lead to infections 
among passengers, while frontline transport workers are particularly exposed. An outbreak 
among these workers could bring entire fleets to a standstill. It would also disrupt the travel 
of health workers who need to be mobilised during the pandemic. 

Unions representing transport workers have rightly voiced their concerns and imposed actions 
including a unilateral ban on cash handling. The Australian government has 
offered guidelines for drivers and passengers. Transport authorities have engaged expert 
taskforces and begun the process of sourcing products like hand sanitisers. 

While these steps are important, surely we need advice beyond general instructions to “practise 
good hygiene” and “use disinfectant wipes”? 

 

China is using QR codes to help trace sources of viral contact and contraction. Joe Ma, Author 
provided (No reuse) 

 

1 This article was first published on The Conversation  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.03564.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/03/chinas-response-shows-how-bold-decision-making-can-contain-coronavirus/
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3074351/coronavirus-can-travel-twice-far-official-safe-distance-and-stay
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3074351/coronavirus-can-travel-twice-far-official-safe-distance-and-stay
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/disaster-medicine-and-public-health-preparedness/article/mitigating-absenteeism-in-hospital-workers-during-a-pandemic/BA31A10A4895A828CC597CB3212AE020
https://rtbuexpress.com.au/sydney-and-nsw-trains-coronavirus-update/
https://twunsw.org.au/press/twu-ban-on-cash-handling-by-bus-drivers-in-nsw-and-the-act-due-to-coronavirus/
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-information-for-drivers-and-passengers-using-public-transport.pdf
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/vulnerable-position-sydney-transport-workers-flag-coronavirus-fears-20200312-p549k0.html
https://theconversation.com/to-limit-coronavirus-risks-on-public-transport-heres-what-we-can-learn-from-efforts-overseas-133764?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20March%2017%202020%20-%201564414962&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20March%2017%202020%20-%201564414962+CID_eae904083f13b3707b439d6174423e6a&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=To%20limit%20coronavirus%20risks%20on%20public%20transport%20heres%20what%20we%20can%20learn%20from%20efforts%20overseas
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What are other countries doing? 

In China, despite most of the country being in lockdown, public transport was entirely suspended 
only in Wuhan and its commuter belt. Buses were then used to move medical staff and deliver 
goods. 

Most other Chinese cities ran reduced public transport services, with a heavy focus on hygiene 
and sanitation. 

In most cities, the temperatures of transport staff are checked daily. They are equipped with 
adequate protection gear like face masks and gloves. Masks are compulsory for all staff and 
passengers, as is common practice across Asia. 

In a typical city like Shenzhen, the bus fleet is sanitised after each trip. Particular attention is 
paid to seats, armrests and handles. At depots and interchanges, this is done as often as every 
two hours. 

Buses are filled to no more than 50% capacity (one person per seat). On-board cameras are 
used to enforce this rule. Floor markings (also adopted in Europe) provide a guide to minimum 
distances between passengers and encourage social distancing. 

Across China, health control checkpoints are being used at train and metro stations (as well as 
in many public and private buildings). This enables temperature checks and the tracing of the 
movement of people, in case of contact with a suspected COVID-19 carrier. In many taxis, buses 
and metro carriages, passengers are encouraged to scan a QR code to register their name and 
contact number, to help with contact tracing. 

Constant public education reminders are broadcast to passengers. 

Cities across Asia are providing hand sanitiser gel in public transport vehicles and interchanges. 
Cleaning of air-conditioning filters has been enhanced. To increase natural ventilation and 
reduce the risk of infection, some operators have retrofitted window vents to air-conditioned 
fleets. 

Hong Kong rail operator MTR is even using a fleet of cleaning robots to disinfect trains and 
stations. In Shanghai, ultraviolet light is being used to disinfect buses. 

In Europe, many public transport agencies have closed off use of the front door to reduce 
infection risk for drivers. Passengers now use the rear door (all-door boarding has been common 
practice). 

 

Some bus operators have retrofitted opening windows to help increase air 
circulation. Kowloon Motor Bus, Author provided. 

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3047278/wuhan-goes-shutdown-china-tries-contain-deadly-coronavirus
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3075211/face-masks-and-coronavirus-how-culture-affects-your-decision
http://en.szbus.com.cn/news/30.html
https://www1.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/519F9392797E2DDCCA257D47001B9948/%24File/Social-2019.PDF
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3045888/we-know-who-you-are-chinas-subways-track-commuters-security
https://www.who.int/features/qa/contact-tracing/en/
https://www.railwaygazette.com/technology-data-and-business/metro-operator-deploys-cleaning-robot-to-fight-the-coronavirus/55995.article
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/asia/coronavirus-china-uv-light-disinfect-buses-lifts-banknotes-12535916
https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/lse/jtep/2013/00000047/00000001/art00006
http://www.kmb.hk/tc/news/press/archives/news202003113582.html
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What’s happening in Australia? 

One of the best ways to reduce infection risk is to step up cleaning efforts. Public transport 
operators are already doing this, but not to the extent required during the course of the day. 

Most private bus operators (contracted to government) are simply not equipped to take on the 
massive task if required to disinfect their vehicles, say, three times a day. For many operators, 
drivers are required to “sweep” their bus at the end of their shift. Buses undergo a full interior 
clean overnight. 

There is no capability to clean buses en route during shifts. Extreme cases like biohazard incidents 
(blood and vomit) require vehicles to be taken out of service. 

To increase the frequency of cleaning, perhaps a government authority could organise “rapid 
response” cleaners stationed at terminals. While this might cause delays between trips, it would 
reduce the pressure on individual operators. Having a cleaning crew work across multiple 
operators would also be more efficient. 

The government could provide free health services via video consultation for frontline transport 
workers. The critical role of the transport sector also warrants their protection through 
government-issued face masks, especially given how hard it is now to source these in the 
community. 

These proactive measures based on disease prevention should always be preferred to any 
reactive approach after a major outbreak hits our transport system. Industry associations like 
the American Public Transportation Association (APTA) and International Association of 
Public Transport (UITP) have developed a suite of responses that can be adopted. 

Our transport authorities and operators must step up in this critical time of need. 

 

 

  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-05/coronavirus-covid-19-gps-cant-get-face-masks/12023752
https://www.apta.com/wp-content/uploads/Standards_Documents/APTA-SS-SEM-S-005-09.pdf
https://www.uitp.org/sites/default/files/cck-focus-papers-files/Corona%20Virus_EN.pdf
https://www.uitp.org/sites/default/files/cck-focus-papers-files/Corona%20Virus_EN.pdf
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5. Public mass emergency planning and 
the overlooked role of “behavioural 
intervention” 

6 April 2020 

Planning for public disaster mitigation and emergencies like COVID-19 should 
include behavioural intervention, treating people as an ally rather than a problem 
to control, writes Dr Milad Haghani. 

 

For the safety and security of our communities, it is paramount that both people and authorities 
be prepared for public emergencies and mass evacuations of crowds. Planning practices, 
however, need not be confined to mathematical models and architectural design of the 
infrastructure. Rather, we should recognise that the preparedness of individuals, their knowledge 
and the effectiveness of their responses could make a significant difference in increasing their 
chance of survival. Modern evacuation planning practices should move on from viewing people 
as the problem to control and should rather seek to harness the potential and critical role of the 
public in disaster mitigation. Put differently, the public should be regarded as an ally and 
become part of the disaster management solutions. This can be achieved through education and 
peace-time training, and it could save lives in times of crises. Pursuing this approach, however, 
requires that (i) researchers enhance their knowledge of optimum individual evacuation 
strategies and actions and (ii) the public be educated and equipped with evidence-based and 
scientifically-proven knowledge and training to deploy during crises. The notion of behavioural 
intervention and public education/training could also be potentially extended and adopted as 
a pragmatic method of enhancing community preparedness and response to crises other than 

mass crowd evacuations. This could include health emergencies and also wildfire evacuations. 

 

Mass emergencies are realities of urban living  

Mass emergencies have become part and parcel of living in dense urban communities. They are 
rare incidents but could have catastrophic consequences if not dealt with and planned for 
competently. None of us is a stranger anymore with the news of terror attacks, mass shootings 
or building fires that occupy the social media feed every now and then plus the more recent 
bushfires in Australia and the ongoing coronavirus hysteria. Such incidents of mass emergency 
have become so ubiquitous that singling out one incident in this note might be unnecessary as it 
may downplay other similar tragedies that have taken lives and caused physical and mental 
trauma to people around the world. 

 

Dense urban areas are hot spots for mass emergencies  

Perpetrators of evil acts who mean to harm the public, such as terrorists or mass shooters, often 
target high-density spaces. Crowded places such as airports, theatres, sport stadiums, nightclubs, 
festivals, places of worship, high-rise buildings or shopping centres, are soft targets. In general, 
any public space where there is a high concentration of people could be vulnerable as it allows 
those with nefarious intentions to maximise the catastrophic impact of their actions. But our 
problem at hand is not confined to the cases of intentional man-made disasters. Public spaces 
and buildings are also often vulnerable to cases of fire or earthquake emergencies. Regardless 
of the nature of these emergencies, an important issue here is that our urban communities need 
to be prepared for incidents which require a high concentration of people, a mass crowd, be 
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swiftly evacuated. In such instances of acute emergencies, every second counts as it can spell the 
difference between death and survival. Therefore, planning for mass evacuations of crowds is 
an essential and paramount component of disaster preparedness for our growing urban 
societies. 

 

How has research been helping our mass evacuation preparedness?  

Given the significance of the problem that was described and its implications for saving lives in 
times of emergency, an ample amount of research has been conducted, mostly within the last 
twenty years or so. The aim has been to better understand evacuation processes and to 
ultimately equip authorities and practitioners with tools and solutions that can be used for 
evacuation preparedness. A major cornerstone of the research in this area has been the 
development of numerical prediction models for evacuations. Such computational tools have 
advanced substantially and have become increasingly sophisticated, from models that drew 
analogies between the movement of crowds and that of fluids and replicated crowd flows based 
on the principles of fluid mechanics—the so-called macroscopic models—to the modern agent-
based models that recognise the composition of crowds from individual entities. Such microscopic 
models are, in fact, often reminiscent of the traffic simulation models that we use for transport 
planning. In fact, a common principle applies here: one can run these computational tools, 
simulate the movement process (of pedestrians or vehicles), test various likely scenarios, and 
obtain estimates of the system performance, in this case an estimate of the evacuation time. This 
is, in and of itself, immensely useful. But does having an estimate of the likely evacuation time 
per se translate to shorter evacuation times and saving lives? The answer is likely negative as 
this would be just the first step. 

 

Accelerating mass evacuations, how can that be achieved? 

To answer this question, researchers have predominantly resorted to numerical computational 

models. The problem is often referred to, in the scholarly literature, as evacuation optimisation. 
An inspection of the literature shows two main streams of optimisation approaches in this domain. 
One stream treats the problem as mathematical optimisation programming. In formulating such 
mathematical models, by using the numerical simulation tools, researchers aim to identify 
evacuation plans that maximise system performance. The solution to such optimisation problems 
often determine a path and/or departure-schedule plan for the entire crowd that minimises the 
total time to evacuate compared to all other path and/or departure-schedule schemes. The other 
stream of optimisation research also often resorts to numerical simulation models but views the 
problem from the perspective of infrastructure design. Researchers in that domain have 
investigated architectural designs that best support evacuation processes and have identified a 
range of solutions that are assumed to facilitate the movements of crowds. 

 

What are the practical challenges of the existing evacuation planning 
approaches?  

The scientific value of these mathematical and architectural methods in evacuation planning 
cannot be ruled out. However, there are reasons why neither of these two approaches have not 
made their way effectively to the practical domain. When it comes to mathematical models, one 
major issue is that the optimised solutions often do not come with clear methods of 
implementation. In fact, enforcement of optimised path and/or departure-schedule planning 
solutions often requires that an entire crowd of occupants be guided by a central body. Such 
central authority, however, does not often exist during evacuations. Moreover, these 
mathematical models only address two specific aspects of evacuation response: path choice 
and/or departure schedule. Whereas, evacuation response is comprised of a multitude of 
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dimensions. Local microscopic aspects of individual evacuation behaviour are often not 
addressed within this approach. In regard to the design of the infrastructure and its relation to 
evacuation planning, two major issues need to be considered. First, most of our existing facilities 
and buildings have not been designed optimally to support mass evacuations and making them 
suitable for evacuations, even if we assume that we have the perfect scientifically proven design 
solutions at hand, may require major alterations to the design of current buildings. This is not in 
many cases practical. On the other hand, the effectiveness of many of the design solutions are 
currently in dispute in the scholarly literature. We should note that the majority of the design 
solutions have been obtained from computational models, and these models, like any other 
prediction tool, are never perfect. They often suffer from issues of modelling artefacts. Recent 
developments in the experimental domain of crowd research has succeeded in testing some of 
these design hypotheses and, in many cases, the experimental observations have failed to 
validate recommendations of the numerical models. There is a perfect example to be made 
here, a well-known design solution that is perhaps no longer confined to the research domain 
and is even ubiquitously believed by lay persons as a potential effective way for crowd 
management. For a long time, there has been this counterintuitive assumption that by partially 
obstructing the area in front of an exit one could facilitate the flow of people. As a researcher 
who has been active in this domain for several year now, it has been a repeated personal 
experience to receive this comment after presenting research outcomes to an audience who may 
not even have expertise in this field: “it is common knowledge how you can accelerate crowd 
flows, by placing blocks in front of exits, maybe in an optimal way though”. To many transport 
scholars, this may be reminiscent of the so-called Braess Paradox in road network design. But 
the analogy may not hold below the surface. Regardless of the fact that in many existing 
buildings, from an architectural and aesthetic perspective, it is rather unimaginable to place 
permanent blocks in front of exits, recent experimental testings have shown that this solution is 
not even effective and may actually have consequences contrary to what we believed. Evidence 
is gradually emerging to suggest that such drastic solutions that may seem counterintuitive at first 
glance, may in fact be counterproductive [1]. 

 

Public education and preparedness, a dimension overlooked in 
emergency planning 

Given the challenges of conventional evacuation optimisation approaches that were laid out in 
the previous lines, the question is whether there are more practical ways for evacuation 
management, potential solutions that are overlooked. The answer is affirmative. The 
contemporary research in the field of crowd dynamics is producing evidence that suggest there 
is considerable benefit to be gained through modifying or influencing the behaviour of individual 

evacuees during mass emergencies. This approach that I refer to as behavioural 

optimisation, or better said, behavioural intervention, is in recognition of the fact that the 
efficiency of an evacuation process is the collective outcome of the strategies that individuals 
choose. Hence, improving individual strategies could majorly benefit a system of evacuees. This, 
however, is itself a highly nuanced and multi-dimensional problem as evacuation response is 
comprised of several behavioural layers and types of decision-making. It would be the 
researchers’ task to identify behavioural layers that could be improved and to discover how 
they should be improved in order to increase collective efficiency. In tackling this question, 
parametric numerical models could be handy here too as they can provide an inexpensive 
behavioural laboratory to test various behavioural strategies and discover the optimum 
behaviour [2]. Re-emphasising on our previous caveat about the possible artefacts of the 
numerical models, once informed hypotheses were made, one would need to put them under 
experimental scrutiny to ascertain their effectiveness before educating the public. This approach 
of behavioural intervention and enhancing individual preparedness is assumed to offer solutions 
to the practical challenges of the more conventional methods in mass evacuation planning, and 
deserves to be explored more closely. 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/04/06/public-mass-emergency-planning-and-the-overlooked-role-of--behav.html#ftn1
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/04/06/public-mass-emergency-planning-and-the-overlooked-role-of--behav.html#ftn2
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Why behavioural intervention has not received the attention that it 
deserves? 

Traditional approaches in crowd evacuation management have not typically viewed the public 

as a potential ally. Rather, the conventional view of panicking irrational crowds that depicts 
people involved in crises as non-thinking individuals has hindered such potential efforts. While a 
detailed discussion on the suitability of the panic theory and its contribution to crowd 
management practices is beyond the scope of this note [3], it may suffice to say that recent 
developments in social psychology have challenged this perspective [4]. It has been shown that 
even under acute stress, people are capable of making decisions and recalling their training to 
varying degrees [5, 6]. We do recognise the importance of training and preparedness for first 
responders, but why not think the same way for the zero responders, i.e., the public [7]. Such 
public training programs could embody a wide range of individual actions from rendering first-
aid medical assistance to those injured—that could immensely contribute to the mitigation of 
fatalities— to choosing efficient self-evacuation strategies that could help the person herself as 
well as others in the scene. In theory, the potential benefits of the behavioural intervention 
method could also be utilised in planning for public crises of various natures – other than mass 
crowd evacuations – including public health emergencies and bushfire evacuations. For example, 
a study has shown that non-pharmaceutical interventions intended to reduce infectious contacts 
between persons during the 1918 Influenza pandemic – or, what we now call social distancing in 
the face of the recent global pandemic – could potentially reduce death rates to nearly 50%, 
according to the historical data from the United States [8]. This could be only one proven 
example and recognised dimension of how behavioural intervention could be used as an 
effective and pragmatic tool in managing public emergencies. 

 

We should harness the role of the people in public disaster mitigation 

One should note that when a crisis strikes, there is always a time window when individuals on the 
ground are on their own, and when no central authority has taken control to guide and assist 

them. Within that period of time, i.e. the silent gap, it is the action and preparedness of the 
individuals embroiled in the emergency that has the most significant impact on their survival. 
Therefore, modern emergency planning practices should recognise the role of the public and 
their awareness and preparedness in disaster mitigation. Rather than placing blocks in their way 
which may even hinder their survival, we should consider educating the public and equipping 
them with the knowledge of the best evacuation strategies under various kinds of mass 
emergencies. How these education or training programs should be delivered, however, is another 
matter to be addressed by the researchers. 
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6. Unintended consequence of COVID-
19: working from home (WFH) a 
good and achievable idea after all 

4 May 2020 

Professor David Hensher suggests that post-COVID-19, employers could be more 
amenable to staff working from home, resulting in significant improvements to 
traffic congestion and the lowering of greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

COVID-19 may have broken the resistance of many employers to working from home. The idea 
that working from home through telecommuting or a nine day fortnight, referred to as distributed 
work practices, has been suggested for many years. Indeed earlier research on finding ways to 
reduce enhanced greenhouse emissions, essentially CO2 in the transport sector, suggested that 
the two main ways of achieving this, in the absence of road pricing reform, was to improve the 
fuel efficiency of cars (reduced emission per kilometre) and to introduce distributed work 
practices. 

Efforts to improve public transport within the financial constraints of government have not proven 
to be a panacea in making a significant difference to traffic congestion. We now have first-
hand evidence - a real market test, admittedly under severe restrictions - that working from 
home works much more than many employers, and indeed many employees, had thought. So the 
evidence is in, and although we do not expect such a high incidence of working from home when 
restrictions are lifted, we now have a real opportunity to promote an increased amount of 
working from home to achieve a number of other societal challenges. 

One of the greatest impacts has been on traffic congestion, although we recognise that it has 
resulted in a significant drop in public transport use and some trips normally by public transport 
are undertaken by car given the growing importance of bio security on one’s health risk. When 
the restrictions are fully relaxed, if we could obtain at least one day a week working from home, 
spread equally over the five working days (or reasonably equally to avoid a dominance of 
Friday or Monday to give long weekends), then we can improve the travel times on the roads 
significantly, and this will have a greater impact on traffic congestion, especially in the peak 
periods, than simply construction of new roads or changing the physical capacity of existing 
roads through transport management interventions. 

I suggest that this may be politically more palatable than road pricing reform, which remains a 
challenge. There is no reason now to not take advantage of this ‘new normal’ to contain 
congestion growth, and indeed, if we can reduce car traffic each day by about 10 percent, we 
should eliminate the worst of congestion, returning all times of the years to levels of traffic 
experienced in school holidays which is usually very acceptable to the travelling public. We 
could even do better than 10 percent. 

This is an opportunity not to be foregone by industry and government, offering a real 
opportunity for employers to show a commitment to sustainable goals, something many aspire 
to and very few ever get close to achieving. With the field test complete, let us use this to benefit 
climate change, wellbeing and infrastructure priority funding, enabling a greater amount of 
funding directed to essential services such as health services and care support. 
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7. Practice social distancing on trains: a 
pious hope for Sydneysiders? 

18 May 2020 

Although coronavirus restrictions are starting to ease in NSW, the difficulties 
associated with practising social distancing on public transport need to be 
addressed sooner rather than later, writes Dr Chinh Ho. 

 

Weeks before NSW officially went to lockdown and workers were recommended to work at 
home, many workers with flexible working arrangements had already done so to reduce the risk 
of contracting the coronavirus or spreading it unwittingly. Although workplaces were considered 
safe, and keeping a physical distance from colleagues and clients at work was not too difficult, 
practicing social distancing on the way to and from work was impossible for many public 
transport commuters, especially for those who work in the Central Business District (CBD) where 
trains and platforms are usually packed during the morning and afternoon commute time (7– 9 
AM and 4–6 PM). As Australia has now flattened the curve, and NSW has started to relax 
restrictions, the roads are noticeably busier at present (i.e., May 2020), this will be the case for 

buses and trains in due course. With social distancing expected in public places, how feasible is 
it for Sydney Train commuters to practice social distancing, both inside the train and on the 
platform? 

If avoiding touching surfaces when you are on a train or a bus sounds difficult to you, then 
keeping the recommended distance of 1.5 metres from your fellow travellers is nearly 
impossible. Pre-COVID, regular train commuters experienced “sardine trains” on the way to and 
from work, with standing room only (Humphries, 2017). Many train services during the morning 
and afternoon peak commute had passenger numbers exceeding 135% of seating capacity – 
a load that the transport authority considers as a crush load (red line in Figure 1). The example 
train service on the T4 line below shows this. Despite being quite ‘early’ (arriving at Bondi Junction 
at 8:15 AM), passengers travelling between Penhurst and Town Hall stations had no choice but 
to stand for this 28-minutes journey. This was hardly the busiest train on the Sydney Trains 
network, with many services on the T1 line carrying many more passengers, sometimes up to 
1,700 per train. 

With only 25% of the normal passenger volume (it is expected that one in four train users will 
travel by train post-COVID), practicing social distancing while inside the train will still be 
impossible. With the current configuration of train seats, one train car can only carry up to 38 
passengers for social distancing to be observed (see illustration below: 13 passengers in the 
lower deck + 13 in the upper deck + 12 in the boarding/alighting areas). Most Sydney trains 

have 8 cars, totalling a social-distancing capacity of 304 passengers per train. For the 
example train on the T4 line above, this reduced capacity represents about 20% to 23% of the 
normal volume at the busiest stations (Wolli Creek to Redfern Station). Thus, only a quarter of 
the normal train volume would put many commuters in a close contact with their fellow travellers 
(i.e., travelling together in a closed space for more than 15 minutes). 
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Figure 1: Crowding profile of a Waterfall – Bondi Junction service on T4 line in the morning 
peak, pre-COVID. 

 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of social distancing on one train-car 

 

If practicing social distancing while on the train is somehow possible, CBD commuters will have 
another hurdle to jump over once arriving at their stations. Again, let’s start with some numbers. 
Pre-COVID, busy train stations in Sydney such as Central and Town Hall typically welcomed 
4,000 to 5,000 travellers every 5 minutes during the peak hours (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Top 10 busiest stations in Sydney pre-COVID 

 

As train passengers are not spread evenly across the station platforms, some platforms at these 
stations are much busier than others. For example, Platforms 16 and 17 at Central station are 
busiest in the morning, with more than 1,500 train users constantly present on these platforms 
between 8:30 am and 8:40 am of a working day pre- COVID (see Figure 4). Passengers on 
these platforms fluctuated between 500 and 1,200 per minute between 8 am and 8:30 am and 
between 8:40 am and 9:10 am. 

 

 

Figure 4: Passenger numbers on Central and Town Hall platforms pre- COVID 
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Now, let’s assume the staggered start and finish times flagged by the Australia’s Chief Medical 
Officer, Prof. Murphy (McElroy, 2020) will be fully adopted by both employers and employees. 
This means that workers can start working in the office any time in between 7 and 11 AM. This 
assumption is based on an observation that many businesses, including government offices, 
have core time, requiring staff to be in office between 10 AM and 3 PM (plus/minus 30 minutes). 
Assume further that businesses, schools, childcares and fellow travellers coordinate their 
business/school/work times perfectly so that the total number of passengers are spread evenly 
across trains that arrive at these stations in the 7–11am time window (i.e., the peak hours simply 
disappear). With these perfect conditions, the average number of passengers present on the 
platform when a train arrives will be around 300 for Platforms 16 and 17 at Central Station, 
but this will be close to 500 on Platforms 5 & 6, and 1,130 on Platform 3 at Town Hall Station. 
While co-ordinating train movements to make better use of platform space within these busy 
stations is an option to reduce passenger crowds, there is very little room for significant reduction 
since currently trains already arrive at these busy platforms every two minutes. Using just one 
platform as an example, the Town Hall Station Platform 3 has a total area of 1,100 m2 so these 
volumes translate to about one square metre per person, which is far lower than the density that 
the social distancing rule expects (4m2 per person). 

Let us next consider that not everyone will need to go back to work in the office 5 days per 
week post-COVID. After all, the lockdown has forced non-essential workers to work at home, 
and as a result of adapting well to work at home, more employers may be more open to working 
at home arrangements (Hern, 2020). Assume that for any given working day post-COVID, only 
3 in 5 CBD workers will go back to work in the office, this could mean that workers take turns to 
work in the office 3 days per week (and the rest working at home), or that out of 5 CBD workers, 
two will continue working from home five days per week while three workers will go back to the 
office every workday. Assume the same patterns for non-work travellers (i.e., only 3 out of 5 
non-work trips to/from the CBD will be observed post-COVID). This lower need for travel would 
see passenger flows on the network reduced by 40%. For the busy platforms at a central station, 
passenger numbers could be reduced to 700–900 people per minute between 8 and 9:10 am. 
As Platforms 16&17 at Central Station have a combined area of 1400 m2, this reduced 
passenger flow translates to an area of 1.5 to 2 m2 per person, which still results in passengers 
standing closer than the recommended physical distance of 1.5 metres. 

Let’s drive then! Surely one can afford to buy a car if working in the CBD? Yes, this may be true 
for many commuters, but having a car is different from being able to drive to work in the CBD 
every day or a few days a week. Parking costs are expensive in the City with the most 
affordable parking charging an early bird rate of around $20 to $40 per day, while it is not 
uncommon to see a parking cost as high as $120 per day in the Sydney CBD (Ison, Mulley, 
Mifsud, & Ho, 2014). As many people will choose to go by car to minimise social contact, parking 
demand will increase, and thus time taken to find parking locations will be longer, not to mention 
increased parking cost due to the laws of supply and demand. Traffic congestion in the City will 
be worse post-COVID. Expensive parking cost, longer time to park cars, and worsened traffic 
congestion would see many CBD workers giving up their intention to drive to the CBD. They will 
either continue to work at home or get on a train or bus to go to work, because driving is not 
affordable, both in time and cost. 

It appears that train commuters working in the CBD do not have much room, both inside the trains 
and on the platforms, to practice social distancing. Limiting passengers on each train is an easier 
possibility that the transport authority should consider for long distance inter-regional travel 
where passengers can make advanced bookings and authorities can control how many tickets to 
sell each service. However, limiting passengers per train is extremely difficult for urban train 
lines. This is particularly true for the Sydney Trains Network which was designed as a commuting 
network with long train lines and many stops on each line to facilitate one-seat journeys. Also, 
at busy interchanges such as Redfern and Town Hall, transfer passengers contribute as much as 
20% of the passenger flow (Ho, 2020 Forthcoming). This declines the possibility of limiting the 
number of passengers on the platform for stations with a small concourse area like Redfern since 
passengers does not have enough room to practice social distancing while queuing. In the end, 
it is possible that public transport will follow schools where social distancing is not applied. 
Students know that it will not work, teachers know that it does not work, and the 
government/society cannot afford a year of children missing school. The result? A compromise! 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-05-05/morrison-key-points-on-coronavirus-economic-response/12217026
http://www.hccc.nsw.gov.au/ArticleDocuments/167/Flexible%20Working%20Hours%20Policy.pdf.aspx
https://www.secureparking.com.au/en-au/parking-solutions/early-bird-parking
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In the same vein, many train commuters know that they do not have a choice (if they do, they 
will not commute by public transport and risk their health). The fear factor associated with use 
of public transport will remain for some time post-lockdown. Emerging evidence indicates the 
fear factor is real with a quarter of Toronto public users saying they will not return until there is 
a vaccine (Wilson, 2020). Transport authorities and operators know that platforms are not wide 
enough to practice social distancing, and adding more services to reduce ‘crowding’ is out of the 
question due to network constraints and driver shortage (O'Sullivan, 2019). Bus can be the saver 
of public transport capacity shortage for CBD commuters to practice social distancing; however, 
traffic in the CBD will be in chaos with extra buses required to transport a large number of 
commuters left behind by train. Many businesses cannot wait to have their employees back to 
the office (Olle, 2020; Wilkie & Hanrahan, 2020; Sherman, Repko, Wayland et al, 2020). 
Result? A compromise, you may guess. 

Acknowledgements: The author thanks Professors David Hensher, Corinne Mulley, and John 
Nelson for insightful comments on earlier drafts. Statistics on train and platform crowding were 
extracted from the author’s previous work to which Transport for NSW and Sydney Trains 
provide necessary input. 
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8. What might COVID-19 mean for 
Mobility as a Service (MaaS)? 

25 May 2020 

Professor David Hensher suggests that the 'new normal' introduced as a result of 
coronavirus restrictions offers a golden opportunity to reform the Mobility as a 
Service (MaaS) sector. 

 

This short paper speculates on what role MaaS may have post COVID-19. Two scenarios are 
proposed with one being business as usual, and the other being a significant change in the 
mobility framework as shared modes are less attractive and working from home takes on an 
increasingly popular status by both employees and employers. We argue that the ‘new normal’ 
offers opportunities never before achievable in terms of taming congestion on the roads and 
crowding on public transport, and that this opportunity should not be frittered away. 

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) has, as its centrepiece in most countries, the shared modes of public 
transport and rideshare (Uber, Ola, Didi, taxis), bikeshare and carshare[1]. With the COVID-
19 pandemic, we observed a wholesale reduction in the use of such modes (Beck and Hensher 
2020), in part due to restrictions that required large numbers of people to stay at home, and 
only workers on essential work that could not be undertaken at home to be out and about, many 
of which were tradies and retail workers with adequate free parking when they drove their car. 
While use of all modes of transport declined, there remained a higher percentage of travel by 
the private car (Beck and Hensher 2020, Figure 21) given that fears of exposure to the virus 
were high in shared modes, whereas biosecurity risk was low, if non-existent, in the private 
car.  So, what does this mean for MaaS in the immediate period, the medium term and the long 
term? 

In setting a context within which to comment on possible MaaS futures, we list and discuss two 
main scenarios which are likely to represent alternative futures on the spectrum within which 
MaaS can reboot as a multimodal and multiservice offering. 

Scenario 1: Travel will return to the pre-COVID-19 normal within a few months, with public 
transport, ride share and private car use showing very similar levels of use, crowding and 
congestion as before. Working from home (WFH) will have a limited impact. The rationale is 
that, although the situation is somewhat fluid and the likely response is very uncertain, with 
Australia’s success compared to other countries in minimising exposure and transmission 
(‘flattening the curve’), there is a real possibility that normality might return quicker, with 
perceptions of risk dissipating at a fast rate. Habit persistence is also a significant trait of human 
beings. Crowds, described as heaving, at shopping precincts on Mother’s day (10 May 2020) 
in Melbourne and Sydney, despite social distancing requirements in place, highlights this 
outcome. 

Scenario 2: One of the most important policy levers now available[2], in contrast to pre-COVID 
19, is the effectiveness and growing acceptance of WFH. We have never had a real experiment 
of what might happen to the transport network in the presence of a growing interest in 
WFH.  One of Australia’s leading banks, the National Australia Bank (NAB), for example, is 
reporting a 15% increase in productivity (associated with WFH) since travel restrictions. This 
evidence, and growing anecdotal evidence together with the Beck and Hensher (2020) findings 
from a National Survey, suggest the possibility of a noticeable shift to WFH and consequent 
changes in commuting (and non-commuting) travel demand. WFH will be encouraged all the 
while offices are required to practice social distancing and hence have to stagger working hours 
for staff, including the possibility of less days in the main office and the balance as WFH. Firms 
will be interested, as they can save on office space in the longer term (although NAB have just 
invested in a huge building or buildings at Redfern near the City). 
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Scenario 2 is the one that we would like to see play out over the next 18 months, with employers 
supporting staggered working hours (even when there is no imposed external constraint to do 
so) for employees whose work aligns with this strategy, and also with the number of days working 
from home varying by negotiation, especially where there is substantive evidence of no 
productivity loss and desirably productivity gain. This is an opportunity for the sustainability 
charter of supporting mandating increased flexibility of office hours as a consequence of social 
distancing, which will oblige a number of businesses to introduce staggered working hours, and 
only requiring attendance at the main office on an agreed number of days per week[3]. 

Many sectors already support WFH pre-COVID-19 such as the technology sector. Importantly 
more generally and widespread now, WFH is a new[4] policy lever to use to benefit the 
transport network[5]. In particular, we want to never return to the peak phenomenon where we 
have excessive road congestion and public transport crowding[6]. Governments need to not lose 
this opportunity, especially while social distancing is in place, assuming the anxiety around using 
public transport can be overcome fairly quickly,[7] to support a re-aligned network that also 
works for employers and employees and the wider community more broadly. Flattening the 
peaks has huge productivity benefits beyond passenger movements, with the freight distribution 
sector in particular gaining significant travel time savings and reduced costs of doing business. 
Some light goods movement can be picked up by underemployed Uber drivers and also by 
Community Transport. 

While this new normal is ambitious, it may just be achievable for the first time in our history since 
the advent of the internal combustion engine, but it will also require a rethink of road user 
charges to ensure that the road network in particular does not deliver growing congestion 
through not only private car use but also increased road freight vehicle activity. The position of 
the private car is dependent on the extent of WFH, the staggered daily commute times and an 
in-place road user charge scheme. This is a very important point, and the latter will be necessary 
to at least provide funding (in contrast to an efficient pricing model) to support the revenue loss 
from public transport[8] (which typically only recovers 24% from the fare box) and other sources 
of mobility revenue loss, as well as supporting new initiatives in mobility investments (such as 
improved walking and cycling infrastructure). If governments desire to flatten the peaks, they 
may be prepared to offer tax relief to employers who arrange employer work hours in order 
to achieve this[9], especially after social distancing is relaxed. This can be seen as a very 
relevant transport demand management (TDM) initiative. The benefits may well outweigh the 
additional costs to society of a return to congestion[10] and crowding. However, counteracting 
this may well be a longer term saving in office space rental[11] as less employees need to be 
in the one location at any point in time[12]. 

 

The MaaS Reboot 

Although operational changes will be required to support a more hygienic shared mode 
environment[13], they are a necessary but not sufficient condition for a significant return to public 
transport and ridesharing. The challenge is to get people back to public transport and ride share 
(at least until a vaccine is widely available, which may be up to two years), or more generally 
away from the private car. If WFH and parking charges, in the absence of road pricing reform, 
do not contribute to taming road congestion, we risk growing the modal share in favour of the 
private car and a significant setback for MaaS, not only as a niche offering but as a scalable 
prospect. 

The starting position has to be the MaaS elements that can ensure biosecurity safety, and the 
obvious candidates are micro-mobility modes such as e-scooters[14] and bicycles, which are 
however mainly limited to short trips (possibly up to 5 kilometres)[15], and car sharing from the 
rental market (for medium to longer trip lengths) that complies with stringent health assurances. 
One idea is to support carpooling through MaaS with a pre-approved group of individuals that 
are known and trusted by each sharing passenger. This is the familiar and very old idea of 
carpooling[16], but with a difference – no one passenger owns the car per se but arranges to 
share what might be best described as collaborative ownership and consumption of the modal 
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service where there is trust in the provider[17]. For this to happen, employers can play an 
important role, actively promoting sustainable mobility practices. This interpretation of the initial 
phasing back of MaaS aligns well with views of Sampo Hietanen, MaaS Global, who suggests 
that ‘The profitable part [of MaaS] is having access to a car on weekends[18] otherwise MaaS 
is just a utility service’. This may have to be reviewed as a seven days a week offer, under the 
‘familiarity of sharing’[19] adage,  which might be attractive where individuals can see the 
appeal of also being able to select a class of vehicle that best fits their activity needs, as linked 
to the particular subscription fee of a bundle plan (Reck et al. 2020). 

We also believe that MaaS needs to be seen as more than a multimodal offering, but as a 
multiservice offering. What we mean by this is that some of the services are not only the 
passenger mode discount, but discounts on non-transport services, for example, retail purchases, 
as well as having goods delivered to the subscriber, and especially where WFH becomes more 
popular, or MaaS points that can be redeemed for goods or gift cards. We finally can see the 
word ‘service’ being given a much broader and meaningful multi-sectoral definition, which may 
be the basis of a business case that can morph into a commercial proposition. 

Under scenario 1, we might expect MaaS in Australia, and more generally any COVID-19 
affected economy, to reboot pretty much along the same lines as pre-COVID-19. It is under 
scenario 2 that MaaS may have the greatest challenges but also opportunities, at least in the 
foreseeable future.  MaaS may be a way of arresting a decline in public transport use by 
offering a first and last mile rideshare[20] discount where the convenience of public transport is 
in place, although how we resolve the matter of hygiene in Uber and taxi remains a concern[21]. 
What is encouraging in Australia during the COVID-19 pandemic is that, with the exception of 
Western Australia that reverted all services to a weekend timetable, the service levels of urban 
public transport remained in place[22].However, the resurrection of public transport as the 
centrepiece of MaaS may have to take a back role for a little while, as indeed will rideshare. 

The design of MaaS bundles (Reck et al. 2020, Hensher et al. 2020) is likely to be affected by 
the preferred (and most likely) Scenario 2 from a societal perspective, with concerns about 
having to subscribe for a month when some days are WFH[23]. This is almost certain to influence 
responses to offered monthly subscription fees, and risks staying with pay as you go (PAYG), 
even outside of a digital platform that promotes modal integration in trip planning and selection. 

Recommendation: Under Scenario 2, a bundle consisting of flexibility in choosing the subscription 
period, a micro-mobility mode for short local trips, a shared car for familiar sharers that is 
coordinated through the broker, and a rental car for individual use, may be a good first start 
as a reset offer after rebooting MaaS. Importantly, there may still be a need for the private 
car outside of the MaaS offer, but the offer may result in a reduction of the number of private 
cars in a household. Under Scenario 1, MaaS can resume as before but we might want to take 
advantage of prospective opportunities under Scenario 2, where possible. 

Acknowledgments. I thank Corinne Mulley, John Nelson, Glenn Lyons, Daniel Reck and Chinh Ho 
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Footnotes 

[1] While most e-scooter providers halted their operations in Switzerland (and only just restarted 
on May 6), bikeshare providers have continued to operate and partially seen large increases in 
usage as well (also in NYC). Maybe this is a consequence of a balance between users having 
fewer travel options now and weighing risk to (literally) touch shared mobility. In Switzerland, 
the huge increase in bicycle use might be due to the excellent infrastructure and also the warm 
spring weather. Will it last? Time will tell. 

[2] Milan has a very interesting approach where the city is attempting a more sustainable restart 
with regards to transport, reimagining the city by reallocating street space from cars to cycling 
and walking, in response to the coronavirus 
crisis. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/21/milan-seeks-to-prevent-post-crisis-
return-of-traffic-pollution 

[3] Tangential to this initiative is a view that some public servants have a flexi day and want to 
ensure this is maintained when they work, to some extent, from home. 

[4] ‘New’ in the sense that there is a much broader interest in WFH given the forced circumstance. 
Telecommuting, for example, is not new (see Brewer and Hensher 1998) but has always 
struggled to get support from either employees or employers, and especially where the matching 
of employees and employers is required for it to be implemented. See 
also https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-do-we-meet-anyway-chance-relieve-burden-
meetings-glenn-lyons/ 

[5] The internet seems to be able to handle mass WFH. 

[6] Flattening of the curve is now replaced with the challenge to find ways to maintain flattening 
of the peak now that COVID-19 has done the hard work for us. ‘The camel has died’ and now 
we want to preserve ‘the horse’. 

[7] See https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/anxious-parents-and-students-face-school-
commute-amid-lockdown-20200509-p54req.html 

[8] Some redistribution of tax money will have to happen – providing a good opportunity to 
highlight road pricing (once again), given also that fuel tax income will decrease with increasing 
electrification. 

[9] Which has associated emission reduction benefits. 

[10] In Australia, it is suggested that the annual cost of congestion in terms of lost productive and 
leisure time is $30billion (BITRE 2015). 

[11] However, with social distancing, office spaces will need to be rearranged and the ‘floor 
area to worker ratio’ will increase, possibly resulting in no gain. 

[12] However, there will be the issue of the costs of running an office from home and who might 
fund that. 

[13] Examples for public transport including automatic doors to avoid touching entry and exit 
points both on trains and buses and also platforms, cleaning wash rooms more often (or even 
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closing them) given they are a major source of disease transmission, separating bus drivers by 
a plastic separator (the two-thirds design used by many bus operators to enable some safe 
communication with passengers), no cash payments, the wearing of masks, and temperature 
check on entry to and exit from public transport. Also Apps are being developed such as 
SkedGo’s occupancy feature and COVID-19 alerts for public transport 
confidence: https://skedgo.com/skedgo-launches-occupancy-feature-and-COVID-19-alerts-for-

public-transport-confidence/. 

This feature allows passengers to choose quieter routes and carriages, or switch to alternative 
forms of transport to maintain social distancing, such as cycling or e-scooters. The occupancy 
feature has been trialled using open source data from Transport for New South Wales in Sydney 
and can be rolled out worldwide, depending on data availability.  For rideshare, the big 
challenge is how we might ensure that drivers clean the passenger areas every time someone 
alights and before someone gets on board. Rideshare may be more challenging than public 
transport in managing the biosecurity risk. It will also be interesting to see how micro-mobility 
providers ensure disinfection of vehicles. It has also been suggested that buses might be 
preferred over trains where the latter travel long distances underground in situations perceived 
as contained. With a bus, one can open the windows which is seen as an advantage regardless 
of whether it makes a difference to the health risk. Importantly, it will be easier to increase 
passenger capacity under social distancing through adding more buses into the network than 
increasing train capacity which is often at its limits given track constraints. 

[14] Although they are currently not legal in New South Wales. 

[15] In Zurich, for example, shared dockless e-scooters are used only for very short trips (median: 
721m) while shared docked bikes (median: 1’312m) and shared docked/dockless e-bikes 
(median: 1’574m) are used for substantially longer trips. Of course, this is very context-
dependent, but a first indication. See Reck, Guidon et al. (2020). 

[16] Carpooling historically has faced many difficulties in finding a match (i.e., fellow travellers). 
With the extra layer of trust required, it may be challenging to achieve this. 

[17] But we do not want to discourage informal lift-sharing between trusted groups using 
someone’s car – which is how carpooling started in the first place. 

[18] This has general appeal; despite it being a rather Finnish viewpoint since regular trips to 
the “summer cottage” (= shack!) is how Finns spend their free time. 

[19] I thank Glenn Lyons for his liking of this interpretation, which in his words ‘merits further 
attention’. 

[20] Some commentators have suggested that rideshare is part of the hyped 'shared mobility' 
concept rather than a reality arriving soon. 

[21] Will taxi drivers, for example, clean the seats and surrounding space every time a 
passenger gets out? There have been a lot of licences returned 
recently.  https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/coronavirus-no-idle-threat-as-cabbies-in-
decimated-taxi-industry-return-plates/news-story/5e359d5e047674789d09de2b4bc507c5 

[22] Continuing normal service levels has allowed customers to physically distance on trains and 
platforms. 

[23] Daniel Reck (Personal communication) in commenting on this says: ‘Interesting idea, one way 
this could work out is by taking up UbiGo’s idea of selling a number of PT daily passes instead 
of a monthly ticket to accommodate irregular / part time commutes.’  
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9. Will Mobility as a Service make 
Travel Demand Management 
strategies redundant? 

1 June 2020 

Travel Demand Management (TDM) initiatives involve influencing people's travel 
behaviour in order to favour alternative mobility options. Professor Emerita 
Corinne Mulley and Professor John Nelson discuss how these strategies may be 
useful in the wake of COVID-19. 

 

The recent past has witnessed considerable interest in the emergence of Mobility as a Service 
(MaaS). Although there is no single accepted definition of MaaS, the concept has evolved to 
have a number of agreed components.  It is a one stop service integrating all forms -both public 
and private transport services – and  will provide customised access through a common interface, 
such as a smart app, so that information, booking (if necessary) and payment are facilitated in 
real-time for multimodal options to travel from origin to destination. A successful vision for MaaS 
also sees better options for those not owning a car for whom transport options might have been 
more limited, so making these citizens more socially included. The popular view of MaaS sees it 
as the centre of future collaborative and connected mobility. 

Early concepts of MaaS envisaged travellers purchasing a “mobility package” in much the same 
way as individuals purchase a mobile phone package.  The traveller would be able to select 
the bundle that suits them best, using different forms of transport.  The many pilot schemes of 
MaaS have taken this approach and the most long-standing MaaS in Helsinki, Finland, also takes 
this approach. In almost all cases, access to public transport is implemented as the core of the 
mobility package. 

On the policy side, MaaS is being seen as a way for users to satisfy their mobility needs without 
having to own their own car (whether this is a private car at present or an autonomous car in the 
future). In this way MaaS is seen as having the ability to reduce car traffic and in particular to 
reduce traffic congestion. As the MaaS culture matures, it might be expected that there will be 
huge variations in offerings, if the current pilot schemes in operation around the world are 
anything to go by. 

The question motivating this ‘out of the box’ is whether, as MaaS matures, can it be a conduit for 
travel behaviour change?  Can a MaaS package, for example, provide selective discounts to 
‘nudge’ travelling in a manner to be supportive of transport policy goals?  Could gamification 
be used to encourage the gaming of travel in the way policy wants (see Yen et al 2019)? 

Travel Demand Management (TDM) initiatives are applied by transport planners to establish 
and enable appropriate use of critical transport infrastructure. Meyer (1999) defined TDM 
initiatives as an ‘action or set of actions aimed at influencing people's travel behaviour in such a 
way that alternative mobility options are presented and/or congestion is reduced’. TDM 
strategies are normally applied as a package including measures which directly affect private 
car use (e.g. parking restrictions or regulations) as well as ‘carrots’ to encourage public transport 
use.  A common example of a TDM measure to encourage public transport use is a travel plan 
that can be tailored to enable travellers to maintain their desired lifestyle whilst encouraging 
the adoption of low carbon mobility solutions, which in some senses is similar to the intentions of 
a MaaS delivery.  The introduction of TDM initiatives in travel plans via the workplace can give 
employers the unique ability to influence travel behaviour of large numbers of commuters. 
Indeed, it need not be just employers – Transport for NSW undertook a huge business employee 
consultation as part of a TDM project called “Travel Choices” (beginning in 2015) to reduce AM 
peak hour vehicle traffic entering, leaving and circulating within the Sydney CBD area impacted 
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by the preparation for the light rail works,  which included the reorganisation of CBD bus 
services. Furthermore, both the journey to work, and travel within the course of work, can be 
addressed. Employees are also the target group of the current IMOVE-funded MaaS trial in 
Sydney in which ITLS are participating along with project partners IAG and Skedgo. 

There are some obvious synergies between MaaS and TDM designed to encourage public 
transport use – both (broadly speaking) have the intention of encouraging the optimization of 
transportation systems for commuters (and other travellers) through facilitating enhanced 
accessibility, information, and traveller choice. 

This raises the question as to whether MaaS has the potential to replace public transport 
strategies within a TDM package? The MaaS app could certainly replace public transport 
initiatives which might be promoted by TDM, such as personalised travel planning, green travel 
plans (such as that introduced at Rouse Hill, NSW), and travel plans introduced in response to 
infrastructure building disruption, and other softer measures to influence travel behaviour (like 
carbon footprint data). How does this leave the policy maker trying to build an overall TDM 
package?  They would be left with the ‘sticks’ (e.g. road closures or parking management) with 
the ‘carrots’ of public transport initiatives being actioned by the MaaS application. Ultimately, 
TDM as we now know it (a package of ‘sticks’ and ‘carrots’) would become redundant and we 
should question whether policy makers can lose one of their tools and still move towards a more 
sustainable transport future. 

As an addendum to this piece written before the COVID pandemic, we now ask the extra 
question as to the role of TDM and MaaS in the post-pandemic ‘new normal’ world. We see 
people being nervous about public transport yet businesses needing to grapple with finding 
ways to operate, potentially with staggered start and finish times. A transfer to car travel will 
compromise not only sustainable transport goals but also climate change aspirations. This surely 
suggests a greater role for TDM in the short run by recognising its ability to package ‘sticks’ and 
‘carrots’ and a lesser role for MaaS whilst public transport travel re-establishes itself to become 
the core of MaaS activity. 

 

Further information 

Meyer, M.D. (1999). Demand management as an element of transportation policy: using carrots 
and sticks to influence travel behavior. Transp. Res. Part A. 33, 575–599. 

Yen, B. T. H., et al. (2019). "Gamification in transport interventions: Another way to improve 
travel behavioural change." Cities 85: 140-149. 
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10. It’s cycling, but not as we know it 
9 June 2020 

Cycling has played a significant role during the COVID-19 lockdown. Professor 
Stephen Greaves and PhD candidate Tony Arnold discuss how we can capitalise 
on this to get more people cycling for transport in the future. 

 

With the phased lifting of restrictions under the COVID-19 pandemic in Australia, it is timely to 
reflect on what we have learned about ourselves when it comes to getting around. 
Fundamentally, we’ve recognised that many day-to-day activities can be done at home, ranging 
from work, study, exercising, or socialising over Zoom with family and friends, obviating the 
need for around 50% of pre-COVID travel. Those of us still having to travel for work or dash 
down to the store to grab the last pack of toilet paper, have welcomed empty roads, cheaper 
petrol and fewer parking restrictions, while those sticking with public transport have faced 80% 
fewer passengers, guaranteeing not just a seat, but often a whole carriage to themselves. 

Amid all this change, and fuelled by the glorious autumnal weather, many have (re)discovered 
that the bicycle gathering dust in the garage provides an enjoyable and legal way to get some 
exercise as well as a chance to connect with families in a quiet neighbourhood street or on a 
well-worn cycleway. Others, more attune to enjoying early morning Sunday group rides have 
turned to cycling alone or using stationary bike technology coupled with apps such as Zwift or 
Peloton to try to recreate some of the thrill. The bicycle has played a vital role in keeping the 
night-time economy afloat with backpackers, students and other willing workers coming laden-
up on e-bikes with food from our favourite restaurants, forced to close to eat-in diners. These 
front-line workers receive fewer accolades than the nurses and doctors keeping the health system 
functioning, but they too have risked their lives, often for sub-award remuneration and conditions. 
Underpinning all this, the bicycle economy has seen a renaissance, with bicycle shops reportedly 
overwhelmed with demand for new bicycles, repairs, and stationary bicycles. 

With public transport capacity a fraction of pre-COVID levels (In NSW trains are set to run at 
24% capacity, buses 14%), people are predicted to return en masse to their cars - in Wuhan 
for instance, usage of private cars nearly doubled when their lockdown ended. True, more 
flexible work practices may offset some of this growth, with fewer days spent at the office, or 
travel conducted outside of peak hours. However, with children returning to school on a full-time 
basis and less use of school buses, the routines of parents may be dictated by the school 
timetable, forcing travel to be made during traditional peak periods.  If this is the case, and we 
also see a strong shift away from public transport, then we may see a sort of “carmageddon” 
that makes driving even more unbearable than usual. 

Given that cycling has played such an important role during the lockdown, we may ask whether 
we can build on the current momentum and get more people cycling for transport, instead of 
getting back in their cars. Many nations are thinking along these lines – for instance, on May 9th 
the UK announced a £2 Billion Post-Pandemic Plan, that provided a significant boost for cycling 
and walking. Germany and New Zealand have instituted fast-tracked projects to increase 
footpath widening and install ‘pop-up’ bicycle lanes. Encouragingly, the NSW government has 
provided a $15 million fund in which councils can apply for grants up to $100,000 for 
immediate pilot projects and up to $1 million for longer term projects.  Transport for NSW and 
the City of Sydney have also announced a series of popup cycleways. 

Of course, there will be challenges to overcome before the bicycle tyre can hit the road on these 
investments.  The checks and balances that are set up to ensure that our road network 
adequately serves our community become (somewhat necessary) barriers when rapid change is 
desired.  Before any change is made, we must ask whether the changes will affect emergency 
services vehicle access, whether bus routes are affected, whether property access is maintained, 
and whether rapidly-deployed pilot treatments are safe for all road users.  We must also 

https://www.ipsos.com/en/impact-coronavirus-new-car-purchase-china
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/more-cycleways-streets-to-shut-footpaths-widened-under-nsw-s-covid-19-plan-20200507-p54qwc.html
https://www.governmentnews.com.au/sydney-gets-10km-of-pop-up-cycleways/
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consider and engage with a range of stakeholders such as residents and local councils. Then 
designs need to be generated and audited, before the actual work begins.  Even if no concrete 
is poured, traffic signals may need to be reprogrammed and regulatory signs installed.  With 
the complexity involved in even minor changes, the challenge will be to look for ‘quick wins’, 
otherwise this could be a lost opportunity. 

Even with these infrastructure changes, a strong uptake in transport cycling is not guaranteed. 
On the positive side, those who dusted off their bicycles during lockdown have already overcome 
rudimentary barriers such as owning a working bicycle and building confidence in low-risk 
settings.  Admittedly, there are still several barriers to overcome before many will be ready to 
ride in traffic or adjust lifestyles to accommodate bicycle commuting. However, with transport 
systems in a state of flux, this may present an opportunity to shape future mobility behaviour 
that might build on some of the healthier lifestyle components coming out of the crisis, instead of 
contributing to our sedentary lifestyle. The humble bicycle has proven time and again it is resilient 
to major crises, congestion, transport strikes, power outages and social distancing impacts and it 
may be accessible to people who cannot afford to own and run a car. 

With car traffic already building, it is critical that we take this opportunity to strike now while 
the bicycle is hot. 
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11. COVID-19 pandemic and the 
unprecedented mobilisation of 
scholarly efforts to fight a global 
health crisis 

15 June 2020 

The COVID-19 pandemic has generated a huge scholarly output across 
academia. However, Dr Milad Haghani believes that there is still more to be done 
in the area of safety research, especially where it can assist policy makers. 

 

During the current century, each major corona virus outbreak has triggered a quick surge of 
academic publications on this topic. The spike in research publications following the COVID-19 
outbreak, however, has been like no other. The global crisis resulted from COVID-19 has 
mobilised scientific efforts in an unprecedented way. With the crisis affecting all aspects of life, 
research on COVID-19 seems to have become a focal point of interest across nearly all 
academic disciplines. However, there are still relevant domains where scholarly outputs on 
COVID-19 are urgently needed to inform policymaking but underrepresented, though they may 
be underway. 

The term coronavirus may have become the part and parcel of life across the globe since the 
beginning of 2020. While for many of us, who are not medical experts or virologists, the term 
might have been a stranger prior to 2020, in the medical field research on the family of 
coronaviruses has been around for many years. Academic research on this topic dates back to 
nearly 50 years ago when the first published study appeared in Nature (Almeida et al. 1968). 
Since then, the world has experienced a few major outbreaks of Corona viruses, with the SARS 
(Sever Acute Respiratory Syndrome) outbreak in 20022 and the MERS (Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome) outbreak in 20123 being the most prominent outbreaks of this family of viruses, until 
COVID-19 came along in 20194. 

Since 1968, more than 23,000 published studies related to Corona viruses have emerged and 
been indexed by major academic databases. A closer look at these records (See Figure 1(a)) 
shows that the scientific research attention to this topic has not been so steady. Rather, each 
major outbreak of the corona viruses has immediately promoted a quick surge in the number of 
studies. This has been the case with the SARS outbreak which triggered the first major increase 
in the number of studies on corona viruses, then ten years later with the MERS outbreak and most 
notably and recently with the COVID-19 outbreak. The record also shows that each of these 
spikes in scholarly outputs have lasted for about 2-3 years and has been subsequently followed 
by a gradual decline in the amount of academic attention to this topic reflecting in the number 
of published studies. 

The spike of scholarly efforts in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, however, has been like no 
other. As of May 13, 2020; i.e. only 134 days since the official reporting of the first case, more 
than 7,700 published studies related to this topic have been indexed by Scopus, while the 
number is increasing noticeably each day. This has indeed been unprecedented in the history of 
research on Corona viruses and, perhaps arguably, in the general field of viral diseases. Authors 
from 130 countries have contributed their knowledge, ideas and research outcomes on this topic 
within this short period of time. A closer inspection into the bibliometric details of these studies 

 

2 The first case reported on November 16, 2002 in the Guangdong province in southern China 
3 The first case reported on June 13, 2012 in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
4 The first case reported on December 31, 2019 in Wuhan, China 
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reveals that, while British Medical Journal, Journal of Medical Virology and Lancet have been the 
most prominent outlets for studies on COVID-19, research on COVID-19 has now gone far 
beyond the medial field. With the pandemic affecting all aspects of life at a global scale, 
researchers across the board have contributed their insight and expertise and the scholarly 
efforts have now reached academic journals in Social Sciences, Psychology, Veterinary, 
Environmental Sciences, Engineering, Mathematics, Economics, Chemistry, Economics and Business, 
only to mention the disciplines with at least 50 publications in this domain so far (See Figure 1(C), 
or Haghani et al. (2020) for further details). 

An analysis of the keywords that have appeared in the title and abstract of these studies also 
reveal interesting patterns. Based on such key term analyses, three major clusters of studies (See 
Figure 1(b)) are identifiable: (i) a cluster of studies with a main focus on signs and symptoms of 
the disease (the green cluster), (ii) a cluster of studies with a main focus on treatments, drugs and 
vaccines (the blue cluster), and (iii) a cluster of studies pertinent to public health emergency 

management and policy making. The term Safety is a prominent term that appears to have been 

cited frequently in studies on COVID-19. A recent scoping review by Haghani et al. (2020) has 
shown that at least ten major aspects of safety research has attracted the attention of 
researchers in relation to the COVID-19 crisis. Still, with the crisis affecting almost all aspects of 
human life, there appear to be areas where more research particularly in the domain of safety 
could help policy makers. Observations of consumer panic shopping at early stages of the 
outbreak, for instance, brought the importance of the safety and robustness of supply chains 
back to the attentions. Also, with many countries initiating transitions to normal socio-economic 
activities, the importance of crowd control, or public transport management (De Vos 2020) seem 
to be more prominent than ever, while unprecedented challenges require swift mobilisation of 
research efforts in those areas. An invigoration of COVID-19 research in these underrepresented 
areas would be essential and instrumental to provide evidence-based solutions and policy 
recommendations during various phases of recovery, in addition to making us better prepared 
for future health crises. 
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Figure 1. Bibliometric aspects of the scholarly publications on COVID-19 
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12. Public Transport post-COVID-19 – A 
quick scan of some of the immediate 
challenges and those in the longer 
term 

6 July 2020 

The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed some critical issues inherent in the current 
public transport system. However, according to Professor David Hensher and Yale 
Wong, this is an opportune time to address these problems in order to create a 
more resilient and adaptable transport sector. 

 

A significant global challenge which has emerged in early 2020 is the COVID-19 pandemic, 
with major ramifications for the transport sector, its funding and governance. To consider the 
range of implications, it is necessary to distinguish between the immediate short term operational 
impacts from longer term strategic consequences. 

In the short term, there is a huge focus on increased sanitation and distancing measure, especially 
during the return-to-work phase when ‘second wave’ infections might be expected. Enhanced 
sanitation initiatives will need to be continued, with the possible opportunity to explore how the 
use of technologies like ultraviolet, ozone, ioniser, nano-product and bleach robotic cleaning can 
make sanitation less reliant on manual labour. One of the major weaknesses is that present 
cleaning staff are depot-based, meaning that buses cannot be cleaned en-route. One possibility 
is that cleaning crew can be arranged by the authority and stationed at major interchanges, 
who sanitise buses from any contracted operator during extended dwells and layover time. A 
major question is how the financial cost of these enhanced sanitation measures will be borne, 
including how the additional cost burden is being shared between the authority and contracted 
operators. 

Whilst sanitation helps to avoid the spreading of the virus via hard surfaces, better adherence 
to social distancing guidelines and the protection of frontline employees ensures that the virus is 
less likely to be spread via airborne particles. Distancing measures may be voluntary as well as 
physical. In the return-to-work phase, vehicles may need to be limited to 50% maximum 
passenger loading, with particular seats cordoned from use and standing banned. Sneeze 
guards can be installed to protect drivers. Active network monitoring will need to ensure the 
ability to ‘insert’ additional services as required to maintain these loads. One of the key issues 
is the impact on contracted operators where patronage incentives are a part of their revenue 
stream. Whilst this is minor in most urban settings (although for light and heavy rail, patronage 
plays a greater role), there are instances in the regions (e.g. Queensland) where operators have 
had to receive government support. Operators in the charter and long-distance markets who 
operate on a commercial basis have also struggled in the face of a severe reduction in their 
patronage. These realities call for urgent reform to ensure these operators survive and that their 
essential services (a lifeline for regional communities) can continue to be provided. 

One of the major unknowns is how COVID-19 will change the nature of travel under a ‘new 
normal’. Remote working may continue to be prevalent amongst white collar workers, who 

typically exhibit nine-to-five working patterns. Employers may be asked to continue supporting 
risk management initiatives initially, and if there is no evidence of voluntary commitment then 
they may be mandated by government (e.g., to work in alternating A and B teams). Any remote 
work will mean a likely flattening of commuting peaks, reducing crowding and capacity 
pressures on the public transport system. This is very positive for maintaining physical distancing, 
and will also have operational impacts on future transport planning and policy. Rather than 

catering for the peaks exclusively, public transport systems can be better tailored to service all-
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day demand. This will have impacts on reducing vehicle requirements as well as the number of 
frontline staff required. Less travel demand will also have traffic ramifications on the road 
network, on which buses and coaches run. 

However, the extent to which traffic congestion will ease is dependent on any possible modal 
shifts in travel behaviour. A likely outcome is that biosecurity becomes a new attribute in mode 
choice, and with private car travel perceived to be safer, it may lead to pressure on the road 
network and travel speeds. Governments will need to manage this through the taxation system 
and user-pays schemes (e.g., on CBD access and parking). Shorter trips might see a shift towards 
active mode like cycling and e-scooters (as has been exhibited during the lock down period). 
These travel behaviour shifts will place pressure on public transport authorities and operators as 
they seek to attract users back on to the system. 

In the longer term, key questions need to be asked around how well the public transport industry 
is prepared to weather these ‘black swan’ events, and how the network may be called upon to 
perform crucial functions during periods of emergency. The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed 
some critical realities in the bus and coach industry. The continual focus on cost efficiency has 
meant that there is now less capability to ‘scale up’ in times of crisis—such as to implement 
rigorous sanitation regimes or to run an emergency network at short notice. Authorities worldwide 
and the Thredbo ‘narrative’ have encouraged the build-up of very successful and ‘lean’ 
operators, which are a point of credit but also a source of potential policy conflict and tension 
going forward. 

As an example, most Australian capital cities (Perth being the main exception) have maintained 
a full public transport service and the same schedules and rosters throughout the lockdown 
period. The result is far too much dwell time for trains and running time for buses, which is 
operationally inefficient and frustrating for customers. Operators need to be more resilient and 
agile in responding to these changes in demand and traffic. Future tender requirements might 
call for the development of pandemic management plans and reduced service offerings based 
on the weekend timetable with Friday/Saturday night supplements, a curtailing of all peak 
express routes but with the addition of route augments to service medical facilities. Driver shifts 
might be shortened (to better distribute work amongst the full workforce), thereby reducing the 
need for breaks which put drivers at risk by being out and about in the community. 

COVID-19 has also brought lessons in terms of multi-agency coordination and pandemic 
preparedness. What is evident is that there continues to be poor operational integration 
between operators and modes. Individual operators have contributed buses and drivers to be 
used in higher risk operations, such as for quarantining international arrivals and to assist 
hospitals and the aged-care community. However, there is no infrastructure in place to enable 
efficient communication during these pooled operations (the same may be said for rail 
replacement services). There is a need to develop centralised control capabilities shared 
between operators in a city (e.g., as occurs through CentreComm in London), complete with 
pooled spare drivers and the capacity for immediate service insertion to aid in ensuring agile 
and resilient operations. There needs to be plans in place for the urgent procurement of personal 
protective equipment for all frontline staff, as well as education on their safe and proper use. 
The Six Sigma doctrine should be incorporated as part of standard operating procedures for 
risk management and quality control purposes. 

The COVID-19 experience will also bring questions in terms of asset and infrastructure spend. In 
the bus and coach sector, the pandemic experience will likely affect fleet/asset procurement in 
the future in terms of the Australian Design Rules (ADRs) which specify vehicle design, the use of 
materials and requirements for driver protection. Large-scale infrastructure needs may need to 
be reviewed and put on hold, in light of budgetary pressures, the changing nature of work, a 
decline in tourism and possible reduced population growth. There may be a reprioritisation of 
projects towards a focus on packages of smaller investments. The next edition of Thredbo will 
make for interesting case studies on the issue and bring clarity as to what is required to ensure 
that the land passenger transport sector can be more resilient and adaptable in times of crises.  
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13. Pooled testing to help Australia tackle 
the second wave of COVID-19 

3 August 2020 

Pooled testing is a cost-effective method of testing in which a single test is run on 
a group of samples. Dr Saman Eskandarzadeh and Professor Ben Fahimnia 
explain how it could help Australia tackle a second wave of COVID-19 whilst 
reducing the need for tough restrictions. 

 

The threat of a second wave of COVID-19 looms on the horizon, with case numbers jumping in 
Victoria since the Australian Government’s easing of restrictions. Prime Minister Scott Morrison 
says outbreaks should be anticipated and that the government plans for localised restrictions to 
contain the spread of the virus. “Pooled testing” is a cost-effective method for keeping track of 
the virus by screening targeted/local populations for the virus – shows research at Sydney 
University. 

Prompt detection of the Sars-COV-2 virus is vital to the government’s approach to track and 
contain the COVID-19 outbreak. Currently, testing occurs only in symptomatic individuals or close 
contacts of those with confirmed disease. But an infected individual can be shedding virus for 
days prior the development of any symptoms[1], and some may not get any symptoms at all[2]. 

Extensive testing of the local population within a “hotspot” can ensure that infected people are 
identified and quarantined before they infect others. However, it is also beyond Australia’s 
budget and testing capacity to perform so many tests. A solution to this problem is pooled testing. 

Pooled testing, as the name suggests, is the pooling together of a group of samples to run 
only one test[3]. For example, every week all households in one street could collect their own 
samples of saliva[4], mail those samples to a testing centre or deposit them in a testing bin 
(methods already in use for screening programs such as Bowel Cancer screening). The lab then 
combines together all the saliva samples from one household, or one street, or even one suburb, 
into a single sample for testing. In this way the number of tests required can be reduced by a 
factor of 10 or more. 

Pooled testing makes sense where the disease prevalence (number of cases in a population at 
a given time) is low. If the disease prevalence is high, then most of the grouped samples will be 
positive, which then requires individual testing of all the individuals in that group – rendering 
pooled testing a useless exercise to reduce test numbers. 

Since January 22 this year, Australia has performed over two million tests, with an average of 
0. 4% tests returning positive[5]. The incidence (number of new cases in a population) of COVID-
19 in Australia since May is 0.04-0.58 cases per 100000, and the prevalence is less than 0.1%. 
This makes pooled testing perfect for the Australian scenario. 

There are three common pooled testing methods: Simple grouping (S method), Square Array 
grouping (SA method), and Household-based Square Array (HSA method). 

In the S method[6], individual samples are combined together and a single test is run on the 
grouped sample. If the grouped sample tests positive, then each sample is individually tested. 
For our population of 25 million, if the group size is 10, and the prevalence of infected cases in 
the population is one percent, then 2,750,000 tests per week are needed. Though this number 
is a great deal less than 25 million, it is still beyond Australia’s testing capacity. 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/08/03/pooled-testing-to-help-australia-tackle-the-second-wave-of-covid.html#_ftn1
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/08/03/pooled-testing-to-help-australia-tackle-the-second-wave-of-covid.html#_ftn2
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/08/03/pooled-testing-to-help-australia-tackle-the-second-wave-of-covid.html#_ftn3
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/08/03/pooled-testing-to-help-australia-tackle-the-second-wave-of-covid.html#_ftn4
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/08/03/pooled-testing-to-help-australia-tackle-the-second-wave-of-covid.html#_ftn5
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/08/03/pooled-testing-to-help-australia-tackle-the-second-wave-of-covid.html#_ftn6
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In the SA method, a grouped sample (with 10 individuals) is further combined with other groups, 
making the group size 100. Individual samples are arranged in a square array of 10 by 10. A 
test is run on combined samples of each column group and each row group. As there are 10 
columns and 10 rows, 20 tests are run. An individual sample is considered positive if its column 
group test or its row group test is positive. For the Australian population, again, we need 
5,000,000 tests per week. The difference with the SA method is that each sample is tested twice, 
and this decreases the probability of a false negative. 

The HSA method[7] is similar to the SA method, except that each sample is a pooled sample of 
an entire household. A household sample is considered positive if both its column group and its 
row group test is positive. In this case, if a sample is tested positive then a whole household needs 
to be quarantined as the test does not differentiate between members of a household. However, 
as it is quite likely that all members of the household are infected, under current guidelines the 
entire household would most likely be quarantined regardless. This method reduces the required 
number of tests to 2,000,000 per week, assuming a household size of 2.5 people. 

With each of these three testing methods, the group sizes can be increased to any number to 
accommodate any population size and any budget. One criticism is that the number of false 
negatives may be too high, but given that the tests are repeated every week, even if some 
infected individuals are not detected in one week, they will most likely be detected in the 
following week. Thus, pooled testing makes testing of a whole population a feasible goal. 

Pooled testing is a method that could enable Australia to test its entire population for COVID-
19 every week, eliminating the threat of asymptomatic spread and super-spreaders, and 
allowing “targeted” quarantine. With the adoption of testing methods like saliva testing 
(currently not available in Australia), pooled testing allows the rapid lifting of restrictions while 
avoiding a second wave of infection. 
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https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6914e1.htm
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14. Opening-up Melbourne again? 
24 August 2020 

The incidence of COVID-19 across Melbourne marks a stark divide, with case 
numbers much more heavily concentrated in the north and west than in the south 
or east. What are the factors contributing to this spatial pattern? How can 
Melbourne ‘re-open’ in a way that tackles entrenched disadvantage? Adjunct 
Professor John Stanley and Associate Professor Janet Stanley discuss these 
questions and more, below. 

 

Taking advantage of Cold Spots 

The compounding disasters of bushfires, COVID-19 shutdown and economic depression are 
leading to a further disaster in the mental health of Victorians. There is increasing evidence of 
the growth in mental illness and reduced wellbeing in the State. This can be found in increased 
generalised anxiety and depression, and suicidal thoughts and behaviours, particularly in young 
people and other vulnerable populations. On-going social disconnection and prolonged social 
isolation, as well as greater levels of uncertainty about employment prospects, can exacerbate 
prior mental health issues as well as lead to the development of new conditions. 

By the end of Stage 4 in Melbourne, people will be expecting the opportunity to live a close to 
normal life again and this will also be important for easing the growing levels of mental illness 
and reduced wellbeing, and for the turning the rising tide of unemployment. The longer Stage 
4 continues, the more likely it seems that there will be a diminishing propensity to maintain 
lockdown, given growing weariness with isolation and restrictions, so easing as soon as 
practicable has much to commend it. 

Re-opening businesses is central to Melbourne returning to ‘normal’. Hot spots have been used in 
trying to gain greater control over COVID spread and there is merit in thinking about a similar 
approach to unlocking: cold spots if you like. Such an approach has the benefit of enabling 
people in areas that, for whatever reason, have achieved lower numbers of COVID cases, to 
get earlier access to (near) normality, be they residents, workers, business owners and/or 
customers. 

At Local Government Area (LGA) level, potential cold spots might be identified by comparing 
active case numbers to resident population. Active case numbers change daily, so numbers as 
published on 31/7, 7/8 and 14/8 were averaged to obtain ‘representative’ figures in the 
second wave, per LGA, as shown in Figure 1. 

https://theconversation.com/at-moments-like-these-we-need-a-cultural-policy-141974
https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/documents/brain-and-mind-centre/road-to-recovery_brain-and-mind-centre.pdf
https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/documents/brain-and-mind-centre/road-to-recovery_brain-and-mind-centre.pdf
https://theconversation.com/as-lockdown-fatigue-sets-in-the-toll-on-mental-health-will-require-an-urgent-response-143817
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Source: Active case numbers https://COVIDlive.com.au/report/active-cases-by-lga; Population 
as at 30 June 2019 from ABS (2020). 

The range in the data is large, underlining the point about hot spots and, equally, the opportunity 
to think about cold spots. Brimbank, Wyndham, Melton, Maribyrnong, Hume, Whittlesea and 
Moreland all had more than 2 active cases per 1000 resident population. These seven LGAs 
are all in the north or west of Melbourne. 

Conversely, 17 LGAs averaged fewer than 1.0 active case/1000 population, with the lowest 
16 all being in the south or east, joined then by Nillumbik in the north-east (and Banyule at just 
over 1 case/1000 population - also in the NE). This underlines how COVID is really a tale of 
two cities in Melbourne. The average number of active cases per LGA in the 12 NW LGAs was 
370 across the three days, four times the average number per LGA in the SE (where there are 
18 LGAs, City of Melbourne not being included as NW or SE in this regional comparison). 

 

Influences on active case numbers 

Prima facie, LGAs with the lowest case numbers would be candidates for early re-opening, 
provided Stage 4 substantially reduces overall numbers and these LGAs keep their numbers low. 
Looking to assess possible re-opening, however, should also include considerations other than just 
active case numbers relative to population size, considering (for example) factors that might be 
associated with higher/lower numbers. Thirty factors (for which census, population health, 
unemployment or other public data is readily available) were considered at LGA level, 
encompassing variables such as population, various age groups, job numbers, productivity, part-
time employment rates, unemployment, area, density, (broad) land uses, social-economic 
disadvantage, trust, whether the main language spoken at home is English, education level, 
proportion of occupied dwellings that are separate houses, persons per dwelling, asthma, 
smoking and reported health. Eleven variables were significantly correlated with active case 
numbers at a 1% significance level: population (+ correlation), population growth rate 2011 to 
2016 (+), English-only spoken at home (- correlation), population aged 80 or over (-), population 
aged 75 or more (-), population aged 65-79 (-), persons per dwelling (+), unemployment rate 
(+), SEIFA Index (-), smokers (+) and fair or poor health (+). 

https://covidlive.com.au/report/active-cases-by-lga
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/a-city-divided-covid-19-finds-a-weakness-in-melbourne-s-social-fault-lines-20200807-p55ji2.htm
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/a-city-divided-covid-19-finds-a-weakness-in-melbourne-s-social-fault-lines-20200807-p55ji2.htm
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Multiple regression analysis suggested a model that retained only four significant explanatory 
variables (10% significance level), explaining 63.8% of the variance in numbers of active cases 
by LGA. Variables such as the unemployment rate and persons per dwelling dropped out, being 
significantly correlated with other retained variables. The four variables, with their estimated 
contributions are: 

• Resident population - the number of active cases in an LGA was predicted to increase 
by 0.9 for each additional 1000 population 

• Percentage of the population speaking English-only at home - a percentage point increase 
here is predicted to reduce the number of active cases by 5.3, highlighting the 
importance of language appropriate COVID messaging 

• Percentage of the population aged 80 and over - a percentage point increase in the 
population in this age group is predicted to reduce the number of active cases by 52.7. 
There are not many percentage points in this age group (which accounts for 3.9% of 
Greater Melbourne’s population), so a one percentage point difference is substantial. 
This finding suggests good risk awareness in this vulnerable age group, notwithstanding 
the terrible impacts that have emerged in many care settings 

• Percentage of the adult population who are smokers - a percentage point increase here 
is predicted to increase the number of active cases by 13.3, perhaps suggesting lower 
health risk awareness among adult smokers. 

The model was used to identify relative performance by LGA, the LGAs with the most 
favourable difference between actual active case numbers and predicted numbers, given their 
characteristics in terms of the four explanatory variables, being Greater Dandenong (275 fewer 
than predicted), Casey (170 fewer), Monash (153 fewer), Frankston (106 fewer) and Knox (103 
fewer). The least favourable LGAs were Wyndham (288 more), Brimbank (279 more), 
Moreland (125 more) and Moonee Valley (113 more). It would appear that residents in these 
LGAs are adopting good protective practices. These results again reflect the S/E and N/W 
divide. 

The proportion of population speaking English-only at home, proportion of population aged 80 
and over and proportion of the population who are smokers explain most of the difference in 
predicted case numbers between the NW and SE in the model. Model co-efficients were used 
to predict actual case numbers for a ‘typical’ NW and SE LGA, using weighted average values 
for each of the co-efficients across the NW and SE to derive these ‘typical’ LGAs. The model 
underestimated actual case numbers in the NW LGAs overall by about ten per cent and 
substantially overestimated numbers in the SE, such that the actual difference between the NW 
and SE that is ‘explained’ by the model is only a little over half. A little under half the actual 
difference in active case numbers between a typical NW LGA and one from the SE thus remains 
unexplained by the model, indicating a need to search more broadly for suitable (spatial) 
explanatory variables. Data on casual employment would be interesting but does not appear 
to be available. 

Greater Dandenong is an interesting case. In the model (with the four explanatory variables) it 
is rated the best performing LGA but is only mid-range in Figure 1. This implies good 
performance in terms of numbers of active COVID cases, given the LGA’s characteristics. For 
example, Greater Dandenong has the lowest proportion of households where English-only is 
spoken at home, which predicts relatively high numbers. The relatively low numbers of active 
cases reflect well on the community. There should be lessons here. 

 

Re-opening 

Looking to a brighter future post Stage 4, the sooner that Victoria can re-open the better. This 
will improve economic health and promote individual and community wellbeing. Ideally the entire 
State of Victoria will be able to re-open for business at the same time. While this article has 
concentrated on Melbourne, similar issues arise in regional Victoria, where there is high youth 
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unemployment and high levels of social disconnectedness. Levels of suicide deaths, self-harm 
(resulting in hospitalisation) and presentation at emergency departments are at risk of 
dramatically increasing in some areas, such that there may be increases in suicides in regions 
of Australia up to 10 percentage points higher than the national average over the next 5 years. 

If substantial spatial disparities in incidence persist, then there is a case to look at a possible 
staged re-opening, supporting better outcomes at an earlier time in the lower risk parts of the 
metropolitan area (and regional Victoria). This would be likely to require a means of limiting 
activity catchments for the re-opened areas to residents of those areas. 

Based on Figure 1 and the modelling undertaken for this article, the most likely current candidate 
LGAs for early re-opening in Melbourne would be Local Government Areas in the east, south 
and north-east (Nillumbik and Banyule). This could change in coming weeks, depending on trends 
in incidence. 

 

Tackling spatial disadvantage 

The analysis demonstrates the inequities in COVID incidence across Greater Melbourne, with the 
north and west bearing the brunt of the disease. This again confirms our knowledge that economic 
downturns, and now pandemics, do not affect all groups equally, especially hard hit being those 
employed in casual work, those without accumulated assets and those who have not 
established independent social networks. These groups are often younger people. There is a 
high risk that, without special attention to this group, there will be growth in inter-generational 
inequality. Spatial inequity has been highlighted in this paper. 

Staged re-opening, if required, poses risks of continuing, and even accentuating for a short time, 
the spatial disadvantage that has long been experienced by LGAs in the north and west of 
Melbourne, relative to the east and south. This spatial disadvantage should be tackled head-on, 
with resources channelled in coming weeks into the north and west, to accelerate return to normal 
from COVID, including a focus on messaging in languages other than English (among other things) 
and on people who are less health conscious. An approach along these lines will, ideally, remove 
any need for staged re-opening but will also minimise risks of adding to disadvantage, should 
staging be considered. 

Longer term, increased resources should be devoted to ensuring that entrenched disadvantage 
in the north and west of Melbourne is removed. Regional development bodies, such as Northlink, 
have assembled comprehensive priority lists that will assist here. For example, rather than 
starting to build a Suburban Rail Loop in Melbourne’s south-east, which will further disadvantage 
the north (e.g. La Trobe University), the State Government should immediately improve Medium 
Capacity Transit in the north, connecting to the east, south and west (e.g. SmartBus, Bus Rapid 
Transit, light rail). This will boost regional accessibility, productivity and all that flows therefrom. 

One very important lesson from this pandemic is that, as a society, we need to move away from 
blaming individuals as being solely responsible for their disadvantaged conditions, in terms of 
(for example) unemployment, early school leaving, and low wellbeing. The pandemic reveals 
that it is often the lack of opportunities that perpetuates disadvantage, where resources are not 
evenly distributed between people and places. In this sense, COVID compounds existing 
disadvantage, including in many fast-growing outer suburbs, where population growth has run 
ahead of provision of the requisite infrastructure and services. 

A comprehensive strategy to tackle entrenched disadvantage should be one legacy from COVID 
in Melbourne. To improve long term social resilience and wellbeing, COVID has reminded us that 
there is a social gradient of impact/harm, with the poorer suburbs hurt more. Addressing 
disadvantage is a matter of social justice, but is also, as Stiglitz (2012) reminds us, a strategy 
of enlightened self-interest for the rest of the community. 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/documents/brain-and-mind-centre/mental-wealth/sounding_the_alarm_usyd_ncphn.pdf
https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/documents/brain-and-mind-centre/road-to-recovery_brain-and-mind-centre.pdf
https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/documents/brain-and-mind-centre/road-to-recovery_brain-and-mind-centre.pdf
https://sustainable.unimelb.edu.au/publications/research-papers/melbourne-how-big
https://sustainable.unimelb.edu.au/publications/research-papers/melbourne-how-big
https://archive.org/details/priceofinequalit00stig
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15. WFH(ome)? How WFC(afe) may be a 
part of the post corona workplace 
change 

7 September 2020 

PhD student James Bushell explores the Work From Cafe (WFC) phenomenon, 
which may well be part of the 'new normal' alongside working from home and 
working from the office. 

 

As reported in another Thinking outside the box series article penned by Professor David 
Hensher, WFH is likely to become more of a feature of the future of work than less of one. The 
working from home (WFH) revolution has been pushed into its final stages over the last two 
months, out of public health necessity instead of anything else, and surprisingly has been made 
to work.  Perhaps not as well as going to a workplace itself, but it hasn’t resulted in a complete 
stop to our economy and is allowing us to continue.  

In a follow up to this piece, a lesser known phenomenon, working from cafes (WFC) is probably 
also set to become a more prominent part of what we do.  Subject to future potential regulations 
around social distancing, or the fact that we may personally prefer some social distance post 
corona, WFC may become a feature of the modern way of working as an extension of WFH, 
or some part way hybrid between WFO and WFH.  Being separate to your home removes the 
distractions of that load of washing or cleaning task to be done, that pet that is hassling for 
attention, or the ‘lets just put an episode of the latest show on for noise’ in the background. And 
the process of going somewhere for a short period of time helps focus attention on specific tasks. 

WFC is popular in places that have agile workforces and for freelance workers without a 
permanent office.  But any officeworkers with a laptop have found it useful too. The flexibility 
of working unmonitored in a pleasant space often gives people the sense of freedom from 
standard workplace norms, and a connection to the world in which we live.  And the beauty of 
it is that you can work in different parts of your city and have little mini workday excursions. 

There are rules though, an unspoken and unwritten etiquette.  You don’t take up more space than 
you need, and you need to ‘buy’ your space with the coffee (or food) you purchase – the longer 
you spend the more you should buy.  You can’t establish there for hours and days on end and 
make it an actual office – that is taking it too far, and you must watch the other tables to make 
sure if there is a lineup, you should make space if you’ve been there too long.  Though if there 
is plenty of space (that is, too much free space) the café might want you to stay there to give it 
the impression of being a place to be!  And respect the Wi-Fi (though I prefer not to use the Wi-
Fi and be disconnected so I can work on a discrete task for a period of time with focus) 

What does this mean for transport?  Well, not a lot in itself, WFC isn’t going to lead to major 
changes in transport patterns, but if the WFH trend continues and other forms of WFx arise 
(including what I think I saw on a recent Zoom seminar, WFB (working from a boat!)) less time 
will be spent in the office and less transport time devoted to reaching it.  Cafes close to home 
or on the way to the office are likely to be candidates for more WFC use given they can be 
linked with existing travel plans (and people can drop in on their way or augment their WFH 
routines with some variation), though interesting cafes might prove to be destinations in 
themselves depending on what the individual wants to achieve or if they’re in the area for 
another reason (e.g., a client meeting or private appointment).  

And with the café sector taking a large hit, WFC is likely going to be a welcome boost to the 
economy of this sector.   

https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/05/04/unintended-consequence-of-covid-19--working-from-home--wfh--a-go.html
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16. Business location decisions before 
and after COVID 19 

28 September 2020 

Dr Camila Balbontin examines the ramifications of COVID-19 for local businesses 
in regards to their location planning and decisions. 

 

The impact of COVID 19 in transport and urban planning will likely affect short- and long-term 
decisions worldwide. Most businesses have been required to shift towards working from home 
(WFH) which will likely have an important effect after this crisis is over. Early 2019 we conducted 
a survey where we asked businesses around the Greater Sydney Metropolitan Area for their 
location decisions (Balbontin & Hensher, 2019ab). When trying to understand possible reasons 
to move in the future (see Figure 1), our study found that 48% of businesses said they would 
probably move because their current space was too small. The figure below shows other 
interesting findings in terms of reasons for possible relocation, such as 2% of respondents said 
they might need to downsize. 

 

Figure 1: Key reasons for moving in the future 

 

When looking at these responses through the new COVID-19 lens, we might wonder how they 
will be affected, particularly by the new WFH business policies. For roles that have proven to 
be equally (or sometimes more) productive when working from home, it is likely that businesses 
might incorporate WFH practices on a regular basis – some might even provide “hot desks” to 
their employees (although there are concerns about biosecurity when desks are shared), 
expecting them to work from home for an important part of their week. If this is the case, the 
reasons to relocate might change entirely where some businesses will seek to reduce their office 
space; or it might reduce the importance of office space where businesses will be more likely to 
adapt to their current space rather than finding a new space. Our study also evaluated the 
importance of several physical infrastructure factors when businesses are deciding where to 
locate, the most relevant for the current situation are presented in Figure 2 on a scale from not 
at all important (1) to very important (2). 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/images/business-school/research/itls/key-reasons-for-moving-in-future.jpg
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Figure 2: Importance of physical infrastructure factors in business location decisions 

 

Interestingly, businesses seem to be very concerned about cleaning standards in the building, 
even before this health crisis, which was evaluated as one of the most important factors. We 
might expect this factor to continue being as – or even more – important after we overcome this 
pandemic. In terms of accessibility, more people ranked availability of public transport (i.e., bus 
and rail) as very important compared to parking facilities. We are not sure how will users’ 
attitudes change towards public transport after this crisis, and what sort of measures will the 
authorities put in place to overcome them, but it can certainly be that the importance of parking 
facilities will increase as people will feel a lower risk by using their private cars in terms of social 
distancing than when using public transport. 

So, how will business location decisions change after COVID-19? 

This think piece offers more questions than answers, as it is very hard to predict with certainty 
how businesses will behave after this pandemic. However, our business location study before 
COVID-19 provides some insights into where these changes might occur – particularly in terms 
of office space and on the physical infrastructure factors that are more important when deciding 
to relocate. It will be very interesting to see, after a few years, how business locations changed 
around the world, and if indeed there was a change in the importance of these different factors. 

This work was supported by Australian Research Council and the Volvo Research and Educational 
Foundation through the Bus Rapid Transit Centre. 
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17. “Personalised Analytics” to battle 
coronavirus outbreak and beyond 

2 November 2020 

Personalised analytics involves using the data gathered and analysed by 
artificial intelligence with personal, human judgement. Professor Behnam Fahimnia 
looks at how this could be implemented to handle logistics disruptions caused by 
events such as the coronavirus. 

 

Social media and news outlets have been headlining global mask shortages, toilet paper 
shortages, mixed messages about the virus spread, and photos of supermarkets with empty 
shelves one day, and overflowing with an oversupply of rice another day. These examples 
clearly indicate how unprepared our governments and industries are in tackling disruptions 
caused by serious disasters. 

It is true that Artificial intelligence (AI) and data science tools can track and analyse 
data/information faster than a virus can travel. Machine-learning techniques and natural-
language processing are now being used to review and analyse numerous news reports, patient 
records, social media, public health data, and related scientific articles to map the coronavirus 
outbreak and thereby understand its movement patterns and spreading behaviour (the age, 
gender, and location of those most at risk). 

What makes AI and data science not very effective is the fact that the accuracy of these analytics 
and the actions to take based on the findings are reliant on the judgment of individual decision 
makers – be they policymakers or industry executives. How an individual interprets and applies 
the results produced by the analytics is influenced by their background, experience, personality 
traits, and cognitive biases. 

Analytical models such as AI-powered optimisation models are often used to generate a set of 
“feasible solutions” to problems with multiple objective. Each of these feasible solutions may 
partially satisfy some of the objectives. A decision maker can then choose the most preferred 
solution from those feasible solutions. 

Choosing a solution from a set of feasible solutions is reliant on the judgement of a decision 
maker. However, humans are prone to cognitive limitations which often causes information to be 
misused and decisions to deviate from that of a ‘rational’ decision maker. Understanding how 
human behaviour and cognition influence and interact with the design and implementation of 
analytics and AI-powered tools is rapidly-evolving area of academic research[1]. 

‘Personalised analytics’ brings together the best of two worlds – data science and human 
judgement – to empower policymakers and executives with information on how to better predict 
and tackle disruptions. Personalised Analytics are analytical models that can be customised to 
an individual’s background and personal characteristics. Individuals have ‘customised’ access to 
relevant data and information that can help them make more informed decisions. 

Australia relies on AI and data analytics to tackle the productivity slowdown facing our industry. 
Approximately 78 percent of organisations who responded to a recent executive survey stated 
that analytical models and AI-based tools have empowered their managers in making some of 
the executive decisions[2]. The food industry, for example, identifies analytics as the key to 
advancement in productivity with a potential boost of A$20.3 billion in the value of food 
production[3]. 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/11/02/-personalised-analytics--to-battle-coronavirus-outbreak-and-beyo.html#_ftn1
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/11/02/-personalised-analytics--to-battle-coronavirus-outbreak-and-beyo.html#_ftn2
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/11/02/-personalised-analytics--to-battle-coronavirus-outbreak-and-beyo.html#_ftn3
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There is no doubt that the increasing amount of data and continuing maturation of AI and data 
analytics can help our executives and policymakers make more informed decisions. But the shift 
toward the development and adoption of personal analytics is essential to help integrate 
“analytics” and “intuition” to achieve what neither individuals nor machines could reach on their 
own. 
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18. What might the changing incidence of 
Working from Home (WFH) tell us 
about Future Transport and Land Use 
Agendas 

7 December 2020 

Professor David Hensher and Associate Professor Matthew Beck look at some of 
the ways the COVID-19 pandemic has significantly changed the way we travel 
and work, and how these changes might be taken advantage of for economic, 
social and environmental benefit. 

 

“Governments and employers working with employees can, and should, take advantage of the 
unintended positive consequences of COVID-19.” 

“Finally, we are truly in Liminal (“Threshold”) Time – the gateway between two stages in life!” 

This is a short think piece[1] that recognises that while the pandemic forced change without choice 
for almost all individuals and households, it has resulted in unintended consequences[2]. We are 
in the midst of a real-world experiment that has created positive outcomes in that it has been 
suggested that the pandemic has made us less selfish and more societal focused and caring for 
others through being, in general, better responsible members of the community. There are, 
however, negative outcomes associated with the challenging, if not traumatic, experience for 
some individuals and households associated with job loss, social isolation, and inter-personal 
pressures within the household. However, a notable and potentially lasting consequence with 
positive impact, is working from home (WFH) and how that might translate into many impacts 
through the supply chain of businesses, particularly those that depend heavily on workers at the 
office, or who work outside of the home. 

Before discussing WFH and the impact it may have on future transport and land use agendas, 
it is worth highlighting the seismic impact of COVID-19 and associated policies on broad mobility 
patterns. Using Google Mobility Data (Google 2020) we can see that, in a small sample of 16 
countries from different parts of the globe, the time spent in transit (Figure 1), at workplaces 
(Figure 2) and in the home ((Figure 3) has changed dramatically almost everywhere. In 
particular, people have spent significantly less time in transit and workplaces, and more time 
inside the home which has in turn become the place of work (or study) for many. It stands to 
reason that the time spent at transit stations, workplaces and residences are intimately linked. 
Figure 4 highlights the degree to which these activities are related, with very strong positive 
correlations between the time spent at transit stations and work, and strong negative correlations 
between time spent at transit stations and home, and between time spent at work versus at home. 
It is interesting to note the differences in behaviour represented by South Korea and in particular 
Taiwan, suggesting that there are some differences in how these two countries are broadly 
responding to COVID-19. 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/12/07/what-might-the-changing-incidence-of-working-from-home--wfh--tel.html#_ftn1
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/12/07/what-might-the-changing-incidence-of-working-from-home--wfh--tel.html#_ftn2
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Figure 1: Google Mobility Data – Transit Stations 

 

 

Figure 2: Google Mobility Data – Transit Stations 

 

 

Figure 3: Google Mobility Data – Residential 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/images/business-school/news-and-events/2020/december/fig1.jpg
https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/images/business-school/news-and-events/2020/december/fig2.jpg
https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/images/business-school/news-and-events/2020/december/fig3.jpg
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Figure 4: Correlations between Time Spent in Transit, Workplaces, and Homes[3] 

 

A useful tool to measure the relative stringency of government policy across time is the Oxford 
COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OxGRT 2020). OxGRT collect data on fourteen 
measures collected which are grouped into three over-arching dimensions, of which nine are used 
in the calculation of the Stringency Index: 

 

where k is the number of component indicators in an index and Ij is the sub-index score for an 
individual indicator (see Hale et al. 2020 for further information). The indicators used in the 
stringency index are as follows: 

(i) Containment and Closure: 

· School closing 
· Workplace closing 
· Cancel public events 
· Restrictions on gathering size 
· Close public transport 
· Stay at home requirements 
· Restrictions on internal movement 
· Restrictions on international travel 

(ii) Economic Response: 

· Nil used in Stringency Index 

(iii) Health Systems: 

· Public information campaign 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/12/07/what-might-the-changing-incidence-of-working-from-home--wfh--tel.html#_ftn3
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As can be seen, the biggest components in determining how stringent governments have been in 
responding to COVID-19 has been the limitations placed on the movement of people, which 
largely explains the shifting patterns in mobility that are observed in Figures 1-3. Generally 
speaking, it is unsurprising that countries that have been more stringent in their response have 
been so because of higher rates of infection. This is highlighted by way of a simple comparison. 
Figure 5 shows the average rate of positive tests within each of the 16 countries sampled, plotted 
against the average stringency index within each country for the time periods in which OxGRT 
has collected data on each measure. The darker dashed lines represent the average positive 
test rate over the 16 samples countries (0.036) and the average of the stringency index over 
the sampled countries (47.0). While outliers exist, generally countries with higher levels of 
stringency are grappling with higher positive test rates for COVID-19. 

 

Figure 5: Positive COVID-19 Test Rates vs Stringency Index 

 

To gain insight into the way in which the stringency of government policy impacts on travel 
behaviour, we employ cross-correlation analysis to help identify lags of the x-variable 
(Stringency Index) that might be useful predictors of the y-variable (time spent at transit stations). 
The cross-correlation is given by equation (2) where we are estimating the correlation between 

a variable y and a different time-shifted variable xt+k, and σx and σy are the sample standard 

deviations of xt and yt respectively. Note that since time spent at transit stations is very strongly 
correlated with time spent either at work (positive correlation) or at home (negative correlation), 
analysing this one variable as a proxy for “movement” is sufficient. 

 

Figure 6 provides the cross-correlation coefficients for lag periods +/- 20 days either side of 
when government policy was made more, or less stringent. The negative correlations indicate 
that an above average value of “stringency” is likely to lead to a below average value of 
“transit”. In the majority of the sampled countries, the peak correlations (indicated by darker 
red) occur at a time lag around 0, indicating the changes in time spent in transit locations occur 
mainly on the day in which policy interventions are made. Some outliers exist, in particular Hong 
Kong and Germany seem to have changes in mobility that occur before government policy is 
enacted (positive lag), and Japan has a negative lag of about 4 days which indicates that 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/images/business-school/news-and-events/2020/december/fig5.jpg
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citizens respond more slowly to changes in stringency. Once again, Taiwan and South Korea also 
represent unusual cases. 

It is clear that to restrict the spread of COVID-19, governments have deployed policies designed 
to curb the movement of people, which has in turn changed the nature of where time is spent 
and where work is done. It is undeniable that the change in work location is of considerable 
interest in many countries[4] and with people spending more time at home globally, many are 
now also having to work from this location (admittedly to varying degrees of success). This is 
resulting in work-related laws being revised. For example, Germany is drafting a new law to 
make working from home a legal right (Elliot 2020), large corporations in the technology sector 
were among to shift employees to WFH and have limited plans for them to return to the office 
(Lerman and Greene 2020), and the Office of National Statistics in the UK (ONS 2020) has 
noted a rise in the number of employees working exclusively from home (almost a quarter of 
those surveyed). 

It is our belief that, a notable and potentially lasting consequence with positive impact, is working 
from home (WFH) and how that might translate into many impacts through the supply chain of 
businesses, particularly those that depend heavily on workers at the office, or who work outside 
of the home. In focussing on WFH[5], we emphasise that while the pandemic forced a cataclysmic 
change on our lives without much time to prepare, it has happened, and as we continue to 
respond to the pandemic by keeping our distance, evidence is building on the pros and cons of 
WFH and the extent to which WFH will continue at a level that is greater than pre-COVID-19. 

There is plenty of evidence that this is a global trend. The software company Slack (channel-
based messaging platform for fostering teamwork and collaboration within organisations) 
commissioned a survey of workers who identify as ‘skilled office workers’ in the US, the UK, 
France, Germany, Japan and Australia, fielded between June 30 and August 11, 2020. A key 
finding of this survey was the extent to which employees would prefer to work in the future in a 
hybrid way, mixing time working both from home and from the office, with only 11.6% wanting 
to return to the office full-time (Elliot 2020). Figure 7 shows the proportion of respondents in 
each country who would prefer a hybrid work model. 

 

Figure 6: Cross-Correlations of Stringency Index and Google Mobility Data (Transit Stations) 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/12/07/what-might-the-changing-incidence-of-working-from-home--wfh--tel.html#_ftn4
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/12/07/what-might-the-changing-incidence-of-working-from-home--wfh--tel.html#_ftn5
https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/images/business-school/news-and-events/2020/december/fig6.jpg
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Figure 7: Workers Who Would Prefer Mix of Work from Home and Office 
 

In focussing on WFH, we emphasise that while the pandemic forced a cataclysmic change on our 

lives without much time to prepare, it has happened, and as we continue to respond to the 
pandemic by keeping our distance, evidence is building on the pros and cons of WFH and the 
extent to which WFH will continue at a level that is greater than pre-COVID-19. At a high level, 
preliminary indications as of early September 2020, in Australia, are that we can expect to see 
a growing number of workers in some occupation classes (notably white collar but not exclusively) 
working from home for one to two days a week, and that this comes with the blessing of 
employers in particular, who believe there is generally no difference, on average, in productivity 
for employees who are currently working from home compared to before COVID-19 (Beck and 
Hensher 2020, 2020a). Studying from home (SFH) has also occurred, and while this has subsided 
in Australia for primary and secondary education, it largely remains in place for tertiary 
education, and in many instances international students are now studying from their home country 
(though in considerably less numbers than before across the sector). The physical absence of 
tertiary students has had a significantly large and negative impact on local suppliers of student 
accommodation, and other support industries and services. 

While we have had disruption in the past, a key difference with COVID-19 compared to those 
such as SARS, MERS, the Global Financial Crisis and natural disasters, has been the duration, 
coverage and the extent to which disruption has occurred and continues to occur. Our evidence 
suggests that COVID-19 has also broken the back of significant business resistance to WFH, and 
at a time where many businesses are looking to reduce costs, many see WFH as an appealing 
and viable option to reduce the cost of office space provision where lease costs in the CBD in 
particular, are often sizeable. Ongoing levels of WFH would also be a prudent risk management 
strategy should the COVID-19 pandemic re-emerge or another replace it in the future. 
Significantly lowering the environmental impact of staff travelling every day can also allow big 
corporates to deliver on their sustainability charter which has generally alluded them to date. 

Again, we acknowledge that not all can WFH as well as others and that occupation and the 
nature of work is a key determinant. For example, those with a face-to-face role in a service 
economy are facing unique difficulties in the face of a pandemic (in 2018 Deloitte produced a 
report about the rising importance of the service economy estimating that 70% of employment 
in the OECD is driven by this type of activity). Also, many workers face work/life balance 
concerns along with unequal distribution of non-paid labour in the home, and constraints on 
available space suitable for ongoing WFH. Technology access also plays a role, for example 
the availability, reliability and speed of an internet connection is pivotal. While these caveats 
remain, there are other considerable benefits that accrue to the employee who is able to WFH 
successfully such as being able to allocate their work hours in a more flexible way, or most 
importantly recovering time that is often lost to commuting. Employees (and/or their employers) 
have also likely made investments in the last six months to enable WFH (e.g., improved home 
office capability) and given the duration of the pandemic, new strategies and habits are likely 
being developed to make WFH work for them. While there does remain some hurdles to the 
ongoing levels of WFH such as social connectedness, team work, collaboration and creativity, 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/content/dam/corporate/images/business-school/news-and-events/2020/december/fig7.jpg
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the human desire for face-to-face interactions with others (many authors have explored the role 
of social capital in the workplace and how friendship and connection can improve productivity), 
many of these barriers can be addressed with innovation and a work environment where there 
is a mix of WFH and working in “the office”. 

The growth in WFH translates into some important positive changes in the performance of the 
transport network, particularly in the larger cities. Our research in Australia suggests that we 
might anticipate at least a 10 to 15 percent improvement in the metropolitan transport networks 
due to reduced traffic congestion on the roads and crowding on public transport. We suggest 
that WFH promises to be the greatest ‘transport’ lever for policy makers to reduce congestion 
and crowding that the sector has ever had. What we are seeing in our tracking surveys to date 
since March 2020 (Beck and Hensher 2020, 2020a) is that the increase in WFH in Australia is 
spread evenly throughout the five weekdays. This is important, since infrastructure and service 
capacity is typically determined by peak demand, and if this can be flattened as it suggests it 
might, then the implications for prioritising and deferring funds and planning in transport are 
potentially significant, even going forward over many years. 

There are a growing number of structural responses that should be given serious consideration, 
and we now set out a number of likely futures post-COVID19.It will be useful to list a number of 
potential changes to the fabric of society that could occur due to increased WFH brought on by 
the pandemic and likely to continue well after the pandemic has subsided. These should, at a 
minimum, be part of any discussions by government in particular, but more generally, on future 
transport and land use agendas in all countries. 

1.     While we are likely to see a recovery of office workers back to the Central Business District 
(CBD) of the cities on any given day, it could be at a reduced level, around 80%, which will not 
only support reduced road traffic congestion but also manageable crowding on public transport 
compared to pre-COVID-19. Central areas of major metropolitan cities will continue to have a 
role, but as we discuss below, the idea of reinvigoration in suburbia should not be dismissed 
lightly in any attempt to protect and preserve the CBD as a matter of faith. Although this CBD 
impact is still a dent in the revenue sources for many businesses in the central city precincts that 
depend to a large extent on office trade, it is still enough activity to revitalise much of the 
business in the supply chain that is currently suffering. We must recognise that much of the loss in 
the supply chain is due to restrictions that are separate to restrictions on office workers and 
which are slowly being lifted. Furthermore, an increasing number of businesses have been moving 
to online trading and consequentially, one can expect a decline in traditional bricks and mortar 
trade. Restaurants and other food outlets will be the biggest winners as activity returns to some 
degree of normality in the CBD; however some structural change is likely, with new opportunities 
opening up in suburbia, and especially the locations that have already started to take on the 
appearance of a CBD or a small but growing business precinct. 

2.     Local suburbanisation can take on a new and appealing meaning which opens up 
opportunities for revitalisation of suburbia. These locational adjustments of WFH align well with 
promoting the 20 or 30 minute city, which remains a challenge given a strong radial and CBS 
focussed strategy in many cities throughout the world. We need to promote ‘be local and buy 
local’ to help capture the redistributive effect of increased WFH where small business in 
suburban areas can benefit from increased economic activity that they would otherwise not 
participate in. 

3.     All of these locational responses will present challenges for property developers and 
property agents who manage office space. Rents, relative to the average trend, may decline in 
the CBD as large enterprises rethink their priorities (especially the reduced number of workers 
in the office at any one time), and while lower rents may attract a new class of small to medium 
sized businesses into (or back into) the CBD, we would suggest that this will be balanced against 
the benefits of a more local office plan, where rents will also be competitive and office space 
more convenient to where people live, again reducing the pressures of the commute and 
supporting more flexible working hours. 
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4.     Although there is much talk in many countries about getting back to the pre-COVID-19 
office versus continuing to WFH, there is another way to reduce the burden on WFH while 
avoiding the need for the stressful commutes and loss of flexibility in working hours, namely the 
local shared or satellite office, often referred to as the ‘third office’ or neighbourhood business 
hub. This has the advantage of supporting ‘working close to home’ (WCTH) (reduced time spent 
in travel), but not at home with all of its accompanying limitations such as lack of social interaction, 
and poor space to work effectively without interruptions from, or interrupting, other family 
members. It also significantly reduces the lease cost of office space and its associated overheads 
as well as creating connections locally, be they work or social, effectively reducing excess office 
capacity in this new world of connectivity through digital capability. What we have here is 
similar to efforts to reduce the fixed costs of private car ownership through mobility services such 
as Mobility as a Service (MaaS), with the prospect of growing demand for the lower cost ‘Office 
Location as a Service (OLaaS)’. 

5.     With fewer days commuting, we can expect to see a greater use of the private car in 
general, but specifically for commuting, since commuters who were previously public transport 
users might be more prepared to put up with traffic congestion and parking costs for two to 
three days a week, but not necessarily for five days. This has important implications for public 
transport patronage, and indeed may require a rethink of the structure of fares (beyond a peak 
and off-peak differentiation) and local on-demand services. As Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 
reboots after the pandemic (Hensher et al. 2020 Hensher 2020), there is a need to rethink 
monthly subscription plans to allow for subscriptions that have value when used for lesser number 
of days compared to the typical monthly pay plan. These might be repackaged for specific 
combinations of numbers of days per month. A greater focus on local shared mobility offerings, 
especially bicycles and e-scooters, should increasingly be built into the offered subscription 
bundles. 

6.     We should also reflect on long distance domestic travel as restrictions are lifted. 
Specifically, we are likely to see a significant reduction in domestic business air travel in many 
jurisdictions, replacing for example, the Sydney to Melbourne or the New York to Chicago and 
return flights (typically 4 hours out of the day) to attend a one hour meeting with an online 
meeting. This may translate into a growth in local non-commuting activity with time freed up. 

7.     With a greater focus on local activity, there will be a need to reprioritise improvements in 
local public transport, safer pedestrian walkways and precincts, and bicycle lanes, serving short 
distant trips throughout the day, with the added benefit of improving first and last mile 
connectivity to PT and (hopefully) contributing to improved health outcomes. Local road amenity 
and safety may also need to be revisited, with a greater focus on localised maintenance and 
traffic control measures to cope with a potential change to localised traffic flow. Generally, we 
need a rethink where infrastructure funding should go, including deferring major infrastructure 
spend. We might even find that active travel strategies can become embedded within investment 
in key public infrastructure 

8.     The freight distribution sector, which has already shown significant growth with a noticeable 
increase in distribution to homes for online orders due to COVID-19, will continue to grow and 
investment to support freight networks with less “friction” will be crucial to the economy, even 
more so in the future. 

9.     Governments can lead the way in supporting WFH as a way of reducing pressure on the 
transport network, especially in metropolitan settings, but where this pressure is not of great 
consequence (e.g., many regional and rural contexts), they should encourage and support 
reduced travel and improvements in wellbeing associated with greater flexibility in work hours 
and days of the week working at home. Evidence through doing (leading by example) can flow 
through to the private sector to use WFH and WCTH to deliver on their sustainability charter. 

10.  Governments will also need to think creatively if they wish to reap the potential 
environmental benefits of increased work from home. Preliminary research has indicated that 
for people who commute by car, working from home is likely to reduce their carbon dioxide 

(CO2) footprint if their journey to work is greater than about 6 kilometres[6]. However, for short 

https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/news-and-events/news/2020/12/07/what-might-the-changing-incidence-of-working-from-home--wfh--tel.html#_ftn6
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car commutes or those done by public transport, working from home could increase CO2 emissions 
due to extra residential energy consumption. Encouraging more thermally efficient buildings and 
sustainable energy sources such as solar could be considered. 

In summary, the liminal threshold imposed on society by the COVID-19 pandemic provides an 
opportunity to allow decision-makers to take a hard look at the assumptions being used pre-
COVID-19 that underlie many of the decisions made on transport and land use futures. Doing 
this may offer a real opportunity for sustained change that many have been seeking. COVID-
19 has brought us all together and the future must be seen as an all of society commitment. 
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Department of Transport (WA DoT) in moving the WFH agenda forward in the next 18 months. 

[3] All correlation coefficients are statistically significant at the 1% level. Spearman’s correlations 
were used for the Australian, German, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Japan and Taiwan, and within 
South Korea for correlations with “work” only, due to the data being non-normal. 

[4] Simple searches “work from home COVID” produces 789,816 results in ProQuest, 36,000 
results in Google Scholar. 

[5] Studying from home (SFH) has also occurred, and while this has subsided in Australia for 
primary and secondary education, it largely remains in place for tertiary education, and in many 
instances international students are now studying from their home country (though in considerably 
less numbers than before across the sector). The physical absence of tertiary students has had a 
significantly large and negative impact on local suppliers of student accommodation, and other 
support industries and services. 

[6] https://www.iea.org/commentaries/working-from-home-can-save-energy-and-reduce-
emissions-but-how-much 
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